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Kentucky Rewards DeMoss
With New Contract
- See Sports

INSIDE: Gov. Fletcher Says He Hasn't Issued Call For Special Session ... Yet

MURRAY
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Missing Fort Campbell soldiers found dead
'Signs of torture' on bodies;
pair killed in 'barbaric' way

AP
A U.S. Army soldier peers around a corner in eastern Ramadi
near Baghdad Monday.The U.S. military said it has intensified
its search for two missing soldiers, who were found dead
today.

By The Associated Press
BROWNSVILLE,
Texas
(AP) — As the families of two
missing soldiers waited to hear
from the U.S. military today, the
uncle of one lashed out at the
government, saying it didn't do
enough to bring the men home
safe.
"Because the U.S. government did not have a plan in
place, my nephew has paid for it
with his life," Ken MacKenzie,
uncle of Army Pfc. Kristian
Menchaca, told NBC's "Today"

show.
Earlier, a senior Iraqi military
official announced that the bodies of the two missing soldiers
had ,been found. A U.S. military
official said later that coalition
forces had recovered what are
believed to be the soldiers'
remains.
An Iraqi military official said
the bodies found showed signs
of torture and of being killed in
"a barbaric way."
Menchaca's family said they
had been told that DNA testing

had been found
unuer
was
came
from
way.
Iraqi Maj. Gen.
Menchaca's
Abdul-Aziz
mother, Maria
Mohammed,
Vasquez, was
•
anwho
sobbing when
nounced that
she answered
the bodies of
the door of her
TUcker
Menchaca, 23,
Brownsville, MSflhaa
of Houston,
Texas, home.
Her niece, Felipa Gomez, and Army Pfc. Thomas Lowell
was with her and said a U.S. Tucker, 25, of Madras, Ore., had
military official had told them it been discovered on a street in
could take several hours to com- Youssifiyah, just south of
plete DNA tests to confirm the Baghdad
The two soldiers had been
bodies' identities. She said the
family had been watching tele- manning checkpoints when they
vision news reports of the Iraqi were attacked Friday. Another
military announcement.
The report that the soldiers

Board
concerned
about noise,
vandalism

mediator. The talks were held in
By GREG TRAVIS
an effort to end a lockout that
Staff Writer
Union members with the had existed since the union
United Steel Workers 1879 at employees were sent home from
Chemical
and the plant Feb. 3 after their conVanderbilt
Mineral Corp. in Murray agreed tract expired.
Jeffries, a mediator with the
by a majority vote Monday
and
Mediation
afternoon to ratify a new con- Federal
in
Service
tract with the.company, accord- Conciliation
ing to Dwain Bell, president of Louisville, had worked to mediate differences with other area
the local union.
Bell said, in an agreement plants and unions in the past.
Bell said the new five-year
with company officials, no
details of the contract or the contract will pick up at the
negotiations would be disclosed. February date when the previous
"It was a hard battle, but both contract expired. "We will
parties agreed that no details return to work the first part of
would be released," Bell said. July. Also, because the new con"Anytime there's negotiations, tract was ratified, we won't have
you don't always get everything the 'informational' line at the
that you want. But it's a good intersection of U.S. 641 and
enough contract that the workers Pella Way established any
felt comfortable in voting in longer, either."
After the initial contract expifavor of it."
The two sides met last week
with Ben Jeffries, a federal

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Attorney , General Greg Stumbo
would have a possible conflict of interest if he ran for governor in
2007 because of his office's prosecution of Gov.
Ernie Fletcher on charges of illegal patronage, a
state ethics panel ruled.
Stumbo, a Democrat, recently asserted that he
would not oppose Fletcher if his office were still
prosecuting the Republican governor in the hiring
probe. However. Stumbo would still have a potential conflict even if the investigation and prosecution were completed, according to the Executive
Stumbo Branch Ethics Commission's order.
Stumbo's office has been
investigating Fletcher's administration for more
than a year on allegations that state officials were
illegally handing out protected state govenunent
jobs to people based on politics and not their qualifications.
In a ruling Friday, the commission said "a
potential conflict of interest will present itself
should the attorney general at any time file as a
candidate in the 2007 gubernatorial election, Fletcher
regardless of whether the investigation and prosecution have been completed, or whether the current governor
remains a candidate in that election."

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
A LINE RUNS THROUGH IT: A crew from the Murray State University grounds department worked throughout the morning on Monday to dig up a broken sewer line that runs
beneath a large portion of the front entrance to Wells Hall on North 16th Street. The crew
had already uncovered some 70-feet of the tile and will have dug up approximately 200
feet when finished, it was reported. Pictured above, Steve Taylor uses a backhoe to gently remove dirt from around a six-inch water line that runs across the top of the broken
pieces.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Members of the MurrayCalloway County Parks and
Recreation Board of Directors
are seeking help from Murray
Police Department concerning
what to do about continuing
vandalism, loud music and other
public disturbances taking place
after dark at Chestnut Street
Park.
The board listened to complaints from area resident Tim
Former concerning loud noises
and music taking place at the
facility from early evening until
around midnight. He said the
noise was very disturbing to him
and his neighbors and was seeking board action to give police
more legal authority to act.
"The only way I can get to
sleep is to turn my TV up loud
enough to drown it out,"
Former, who is also a patrolman
with the Murray Police
Department, said. "We could go
out there and tell them to turn it
down, but as soon as we're gone
it's'BOOM!BOOM!BOOM!"
Park officials have also
sought MPD's help concerning
acts of vandalism recently, such
as trash thrown around the park,
a Hooked on Fishing, Not on
Drugs event banner stolen,
reports of cars driven on sidewalks, skateboarding atop picnic
tables, and other park violations.
Following some debate as to
whether to' close the park at 10
p.m.(a curfew already in effect
at Murray-Calloway County
Central Park), the board voted to
continue a policy of leaving the
park open until tnidnight
because of the large number of
youngsters and adults who play
basketball at the facility in the
late evening.
"It's not the basketball players that are causing all the problems, it's the loiterers," Fortner
told the board. "But then again
there is really very little that you
can do about that because that's
what parks are for ... loitering,
hanging out, picnicking, things
like that."
The board decided to ask
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud
to address their concerns and
suggest possible remedies during an upcoming board meeting.

Monday, July 3, 2006
7:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
on the campus of Murray State Cniyersit)
Preeentedity the
lint Baptist Chiect, Murrau
and featuring the'Freedom feet Choir"
For free ticket information, please contact the
church office at '11-Inf.4
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U.S. Army charges three soldiers with
murder in deaths of detainees in Iraq
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
Army charged three U.S. soldiers with the premeditated murder of three male detainees in
Iraq last month.
The soldiers also were
charged with obstructing justice
for allegedly threatening to kill
another soldier who was a witness in the case.
A brief Army announcement
in Baghdad said the three
accused soldiers are currently in
pre-trial confinement awaiting a
hearing to determine if sufficient
evidence exists for the case to be
referred to court-martial.
The maximum penalty for
murder is death, under the
Uniform Code of Military
Justice.
The announcement provided
no details about the alleged
killings, but a defense official at
the Pentagon said the three soldiers are accused of shooting
three male detainees as they
attempted to flee. The official
discussed the matter on condition of anonymity because he
was not authonted to release
details.
The official said the soldiers
members ot the 3rd battalion.
187th infantry regiment, 101st
Airborne Div !sum -- are being
held in Kuwait. The killings
were said to hav c happened during a military riper:1(1011 near
Filar 111,11 canal in northern

•Vanderbilt
From Front
union iiitkhils said they
weic -willing to talk and wanting Rs talk.- hut because they
had been locked out of the plant,
the union employees established
the "informational line in order
to keep the public aware of the
status ot negototions.
. 'Bell said the approximately
SS (MIMI workers were very

Town Crier
NOTICE
el The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m at city hall. The agenda
annexation
includes
an
request for two Cambridge
Subdivision lots, discussion of
proposed rezoning west of
16th Street and review of
audio proceedings regarding
Chantilly Place
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 5 30
p m at the Weaks Center.
Agenda items include a presentation
from
MurrayHospital
Calloway County
CEO Keith Bailey on the hospital expansion. second reading of the budget, and hazard
mitigation with Bob Jost
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will meet
at 4 30 p m Wednesday city
hall The agenda -includes a
public hearing for appeal con.
cerning Murray Plaza Lodge
and the 12-month review of
the conditional use permit for
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house on North 16th Street,
II To report a Town Crier
7's3

6.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A caller from Sundance Lane reported at 1.31 p.m. Friday vandalism on his property the day before. A case was opened.
• An injury crash was reported at 1:59 p.m. Friday on Miller Road
in Hardin. EMS, Murray Fire Department and Calloway County
Fire-Rescue also responded.
• A burglary was reported on Airport Road at 3:02 p.m. Fnday. A
second-degree burglary case was opened.
•An injury crash was reported at 3:13 p.m. Friday on Ky. 94 East
at Duncan Market. Two trucks were involved and somebody was
bleeding. EMS, MFD and CCFR also responded.
• A possible methamphetamine lab was reported on Skimmer
Drive at 5:58 p.m. Friday. The caller said traffic had been running
in and out of the residence. A detective is investigating the report.
• An injury crash was reported at 7:36 p.m. Friday on Gatewood
Drive. EMS, MFD and CCFR also responded.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
• Deputy Steven Oakley investigated an injury crash on U.S. 68
at Christian Fellowship Road at 5:23 p.m. Thursday. Tommy R.
Edwards, 27, of Hornlake, Miss., was stopped at Benton
Briensburg Road and U.S. 68 when he pulled into the path of a
vehicle driven by Stanley T. Hargrove, 59, of Murray. EMS transported Hargrove to Marshall County Hospital for injuries sustained in the collision.
Murray Police Department
• A stolen license plate was reported in the Cracker Barrel parking lot at 12:39 p.m. Monday.
Murray State University Police Department
• A theft in Athens, Greece, was reported at 6:58 a.m. Sunday. A
report was taken from theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A house at Ky. 80 and VanCleave Road was on fire at 7-pm.
AP
The scene after a panted minivan packed with explosives struck a busy outdoor market in a Friday. The fire was extinguished.
• A semi-truck was on fire at Gibson Trucking on Ky. 121 North at
Shiite slum area of Sadr City in Baghdad, Iraq today, killing seven people and wounding 22. It 4:25 p.m. Saturday. It was extinguished.
was one of a series 01 attacks around the country that killed at least 16 people and wounded • A fire was reported on Ridge Road at 4:28 p.m. Saturday. The
fire was extinguished.
dozens.
• A truck fire was reported at the fairgrounds at 4:34 p.m.
Salahuddin province on May 9.
Life in prison is the maxiThe Army's official list of
Saturday. The fire was extinguished.
The accused soldiers were mum penalty for attempted mur- charges says each of the three • A transformer fire was reported on Cunningham Lane at 12:22
identified by the Army as Pfc. der and for conspiracy to com- soldiers is accused of premedi- a.m. Monday. The fire was out when a CCFR unit arrived. West
Corey R. Clagett. Spc. William mit murder. The maximum pun- tated murder of male detainees Kentucky Rural Electric Coop. Corp. responded.
B. Hunsaker and Staff Sergeant ishment for wrongfully commu- "of apparent Middle Eastern
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Raymond L. Girouard.
nicating a threat is five years in descent" whose names are
and citations from various agencies.
The charges include murder, prison.
unknown.
attempted murder, conspiracy.
communicating a threat and
wrongfully attempting to influence the testimony of a witness
in the investigation.
the trees and store reader boards
From Front
offer prayers of hope for his safe
return.
soldier with them was killed.
• ••
Tucker's relatives declined
A group that includes alappreciative of the tremendous Qaida in Iraq claimed Monday it interviews but released the text
support they have received from had kidnapped the two soldiers, of a phone message Monday that
the public since the lockout but it did not name them and the Tucker recently left on an
began. -We can't say enough U.S. military was skeptical of answering machine, telling his
about how supportive the people the claim.
mother to be proud of him.
of the community have been.The group posted another
"I'm defending my country,"
Because the two parties statement found on the Internet Tucker says on the recording.
agreed to not disclose any today saying it had killed the "Tell sis 'and my nephews hello
details of the settlement. Bell
two.
for me, I'm OK, I'm on my
would not elaborate on the two
way."
"I
think
the
U.S.
government
main issues of pension and
The family said in a stateinsurance that seemed to sepa- 'was too slow to react to this."
MacKenzie said today. 'They ment Monday that their son had
rate the parties.
According to a prepared should have had a plan in joined the military because he
statement issued prey iously by
wanted to "do something posiplace."
R it hard A onnahme. executive
MacKenzie said the govern- tive." They also sent their symvii. c president at Vanderbilt ment should hay e offered a $100 pathy to the family of Spc.
Chemical and Mineral Corp.. million reward and offered to David J. Babineau. 25, of
-.At the time negotiations broke
• AP
e.‘t. Flange mujahideen detainees 'Springfield, Mass., Who was
oil, the company had put forth a
Iraqi Maj. Gen. Abdul-Aziz Mohammed, the director of the
package that included a wage for the soldiers' lives. The gov- killed in the attack.
Lyndsay Kowaleski. a high defense ministry's operation room, speaks at a press conferincrease. a 44i liki plan like that ernment seized enough money
ence where he stated that the bodies of two missing U.S. solavailable to ruin-union employ- from Saddam Hussein to afford school classmate or Tucker's.
described "a sense of helpless- diers had been discovered on a street near the town where
ees and c mitt'buttons toward the it, he said
future cost of medical insurance
The military has said more ness" after learning Tucker was they went missing, whilst a U.S. military officer said two bodies had been found but had not yet been identified, in
at the same rate as ()the' mo- than X,000 U.S. and Iraqi troops missing.
"
nition
were searching for the missing
"Our hearts are broken with Baghdad, Iraq . Pfc. Kristian Menchaca, 23, of Houston,
The Murray plant is a maim men
our friend being in this situa- Texas, and Pfc. Thomas L. Tucker, 25, of Madras, Oregon,
tuhhei chemical manufacturing
went missing Friday at a traffic checkpoint near the town of
In 'tucker's hometovvn in tion." she said.
facility and produces petroleum
Youssifiyah, 20 kilometers (12 miles) south of Baghdad.
additives and specialty chemi- Oregon. yellovs ribbons adorn
cals

•Soldiers ...

orrection
In the honor roll for the
fourth nine weeks at Calloway
County High School. the names
,it Brad Martin and Jeremy
Miller. ninth grade. and Bryan
urcick k. 12th grade. were not
included in the list submitted by
(tic `'.c his ml tor thi•se students
v. Ito made all As and Bs

,;(sts , •,mpled and your nest's get rumpled
$ qcxxl to know that you ond your car ore covered by
,helter Insurance Fran, collision to comprehensive to
-,ed,cal (ore for you or the other person we offer a variety
.-,,,,erooe to protect you when the going gets rough

III Park...
From Front
I he c ity passed the first reading of a noise ordinance. which
Claud and other city officials
helped drah, earlier this month
It outlines "unlawful noise" and
goes off Kers tools for enforcement. irk !tiding actually heanng
the noise from at least 50 feet
away before issuing a citation
A final y on: on the matter is
to take place Thursday at the
Murray City Council's meeting
Also. the Murray -Calloway
ounty Sus:set- Association Me,
requested that the hoard allow
them to build a new indoor soccer complex to park land located at the Bee Creek soccer tacit'
ii',
AsSociation members are
seeking grant funding for the
construction. but board members are concerned about the
request that the association have
full control ot the building once
it is built
Other bc,ard members pointed out that the area is located
within a flood plain and doubted
a grant could he obtained for any
construction A decision on the
request was tabled until a
NICCSA representative could
address the board
In other action. Murray attorney Rick t.mmpkin proposed

financing the installation of five
new automated batting cages at
Central Park. Lampkin proposed
to put up the $135.0(X) cost of
the installation himself if the
board would go into a partnership with him in maintenance
and operation, eventually repaying the loan and taking over
complete ownership.
"I'm willing to pay for this
myself if the board will allow
me to recapture my investment."
he said. "I think batting cages
arc something that the people of
Calloway County would get
behind 100 percent."
According to Lampkin•s
plan, five batting machines —
two for baseball and three that
could alternate between baseball
and softball pitching — would
he installed in a space located
between the existing baseball
diamonds at the park. If
approved, the installation would
take about a month.
Lampkin said he would take
full responsibility for the equipment until he collected his
investment and the equipment
would become the property of
the board. The cages would
bring revenue to the board
through the collection of fees
paid by the users.
However there was a concern
KEEP COOL WITH A
GE HI-EFFICIENCY

Jack Romaine

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
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•6.000 to 24,000 LITT

Murray. KY 42071

• All New Models Equipped
with the F,nergy Saver

759-1033

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
'VW; Servk-e AR Brands'

suiro24Da

212 East Main St • 753-151e

among board members about
whether the board could enter
into a lease without the approval
of the Murray City Council and
Calloway Fiscal Court. A decfsion on the proposal was tabled
until
a
future
meeting.
Meanwhile, board Chairman
Bill Bailey appointed members
of the programs committee to
look into details of Lampkin's
proposal.
In other business, the board:
MI approved a motion to place
ads in the Murray Ledger &
Times and other public information sources for the hiring of a
new park director and a program
director. William Rasinen, who
was program director until the
resignation of former park director Brad Steele, has temporarily
taken oversight of the department at the request of the board
until a new director can be hired.
Since there is a possibility that
Rasinen may be picked as the
new director, the board decided
to also seek applications for both
jobs.
•approved a request from
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
and Ed Shinners, representing
the Murray Rotary Club as
members of the club's community projects board, for the
placement of a concrete plaque

atop
an
existing
Rotary
Memonal Tree Park sign. The
plaque would be paid for by club
members and would replace an
existing sign with more.information concerning the origin
and purpose of trees donated in
the memory of- deceased club
members.
•approved a contract with
Cingular. Inc.. for the placement
of a cell tower at Central Park.
The board will collect $24,000
per year for two years under the
contract.
•approved the purchase of
blade blockers tor two of the
department's riding lawn mowers. According to Rasinen. the
windshield
of a
passing
molonst's sari was broken by
debris from one of the mowers
as workers were using them at
Central Park, rhe department
must now pay the vehicle owner
$1.025 for the replacement of
the glass. Rasinen said the new
safety equipment would prevent
any future incidents.
III discussed the acquisition
of property in southwest Murray
for the possible construction of a
new park and the sale of a small
parcel of land near the park',
Bee Creek facility.

g New Patients
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KentuckylnBrief
Fletcher asks that any
grand jury report be sealed
FRANKFOR I I/
1
4 y. (AP) — Lawyers for Goy.
Ernie Fletcher asked the Kentucky Court of
Appeals on Monday to order that any final report
from a special grand jury investigating his administration be kept sealed until it can be reviewed by
a court.
Fletcher's 16-page motion also asked for dismissal of 14 sealed indictments issued the same
day Fletcher was indicted and that the indictments
not be made public, the Lexington Herald-Leader
reported.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo's office had not
reviewed the request and would not comment until
doing so, spokeswoman Vicki Glass said.
Stumbo's office has been working with the special
Franklin County grand jury investigating hiring
practices for a year.
Fletcher has pleaded not guilty to three misdemeanor charges involving state personnel laws
and is scheduled for trial Nov. 8.

Patton said Hensley's infection probably wasn't found because Hensley didn't run a fever. He
had complained of symptoms similar to a heart
attack, and a prison physician performed an electrocardiogram on turn the day before his death,
Patton said.

Blacks spend more time in
jail before trial than
whites, according to study

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Black defendants
are more likely than white defendants to remain in
jail until they go to trial in Jefferson County, a
commission consisting of judges, attorneys and
activists said.
The commission, which released a report
Monday, didn't blame race for the disparity.
Instead, commission members said, income and
cormnunity ties are more likely to be the reasons
for pretrial detention.
The county should reevaluate how bail and
other forms of pretrial release are handled to
ensure everyone is treated equally after they are
charged, the commission said.
"This is something that needs to be improved
and will be improved," said Jefferson Circuit
FREDONIA, Ky.(AP) — The death of a West
Judge Denise Clayton, head of the Commission on
Kentucky Correctional Center inmate was due to
Racial Fairness, which studied bail in Jefferson
peritonitis caused by a stomach ulcer and didn't
County courts.
stem from a fight, a coroner said.
The commission studied pretrial release for the
Virgil Hensley Jr., 35,of Berea, was found dead last nine months before concluding that black
in his cell on June 12. Lyon County Coroner
defendants represent a larger portion of the jail
Ronnie Patton said preliminary autopsy results population, even though more whites are booked
point to peritonitis as the cause of death.
into Louisville Metro Corrections.
"It had nothing to do with the incident he was
The commission found that whites made up 53
involved in," he told The Paducah Sun.
percent of the people booked into the Louisville
Hensley had been transferred from Marion
Metro Corrections facility, while blacks accounted
Adjustment Center in Marion County six days
for 43 percent. The remaining four percent were
before his death after a fight with another inmate, Hispanic and defendants of other races, the comaccording to records.
mission found.

Inmate's death unrelated to
fight, coroner rules

•Communication ...
From Front
The commission has the power to investigate
possible violations of the state ethics code, and
may impose fines and public reprimands. Its ruling Friday, which was unsolicited, was an advisory opinion.

A special grand jury meeting in Frankfort has
returned a total of 29 indictments in the case — 14
of which remain sealed by the court. Fletcher, who
last year issued a sweeping pardon to everyone
charged in the probe but himself, has been charged
with misdemeanors for alleged conspiracy, official
misconduct and political discrimination.

Gender-inclusive
languagie on Trinity
OK'd by assembly
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By RICHARD N. OSTLING
AP Religion Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.(AP)- The divine Trinity — "Father,
Son and Holy Spirit" — could also be known as "Mother, Child
and Womb" or "Rock, Redeemer, Friend" at some Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) services under an action Monday by the
church's national assembly.
.Delegates to the meeting voted to "receive" a policy paper on
gender-inclusive language for the Trinity, a step short of
approving it. That means church officials can propose experimental liturgies with alternative phrasings for the Trinity, but
congregations won't be required to use them.
"This does not alter the church's theological position, but
provides an educational resource to enhance the spiritual life of
our membership," legislative conunittee chair Nancy Olthoff,
an Iowa laywoman, said during Monday's debate on the Trinity.
The assembly, which has denominational headquarters in
Louisville, Ky., narrowly defeated a conservative bid to refer
the paper back for further study.
A panel that worked on the issue since 2000 said the classical language for the Trinity should still be used, but added that
Presbyterians also should seek "fresh ways to speak of the mystery of the triune God" to "expand the church's vocabulary of
praise and wonder."
One reason is that language limited to the Father and Son
"has been used to support the idea that God is male arid that men
are superior to women." the panel said.
Conservatives responded that the church should stick close
to the way God is named in the Bible and noted that Jesus' most
famous prayer was addressed to "Our Father."
Besides 'Mother, Child and Womb" and "Rock, Redeemer,
Friend." proposed Trinity options drawn from biblical material
include:
•"Lover, Beloved, Love"
•"Creator, Savior, Sanctifier"
MI "King of Glory, Prince of Peace. Spirit of Love."
Early in Monday's business session, the Presbyterian assembly sang a revised version of a familiar doxology, "Praise God
from whom all blessings flow" that avoided male nouns.

AP
Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher talks with reporters about the prospect of calling a special legislative session to address small busipess tax relief Monday in Nicholasville, Ky.

Fletcher hasn't yet issued
call for special session
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie
Fletcher said Monday he still plans to call a special session of the General Assembly to modify a
tax law that has hit small businesses especially
hard, but he hasn't done it yet.
Fletcher said he is encouraging state legislators
to agree on modifications to the'law before he

Baptists reject plan to take over WMU
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Baptist
The
Southern
Convention has rejected a proposal from its own executive
committee to bring the world's
largest Protestant missionary
group for women under its control.
The committee wanted the
Woman's Missionary Union
dither to explleitly reaffirm its
promotion" of
"exclusive
Southern Baptist missions or to
simply become a branch of the
SBC.
But the delegates to the
Southern Baptist Convention's
annual meeting — known as
"niessengers" — voted down
that proposal last week in
Greensboro, N.C.
1888, the
Formed in
Woman's Missionary Union is
considered an "auxiliary" — or
helper — to the denomination,
but it has always been self-governing and financially independent.
Some critics have said the

Nashville-based executive committee's proposal was meant to
keep the WMU from working
with more moderate, non-SBC
Baptist groups.
Nancy Ammerman, a professor of the sociology of religion
at Roston University, said the
convention attendees most likely didn't want to restrict the
WMU our of respect for its
important historical role in missionary work.
"The WMU in many ways
has been the heart and soul of
the SBC for most of its history,"
she said.
"Women have raised the
money to support the mission
work that's been the primary
driving force for unifying the
denomination. Losing that
organization would be something people would simply find
unthinkable."
Dedicated to encouraging
work,
the
missionary
Birmingham,'Ala.-based WMU
has about 1 million members. It
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convention wants these questions answered," Hamlet said.
Leslie Stock, a preacher's
wife from Missouri, made the
motion to absorb the women's
group at the annual Southern
Baptist meeting last June in
Nashville. The executive committee then took up that proposal for study and made its recommendation at the SBC's meeting.
As a conservative, Stock said
she was concerned because the
WMU was working with moderate Baptist churches. She noted
that Lee spoke at a meeting of
the moderate Baptist General
Convention of Missouri.
Previous motions have been
made dealing with the WMU's
status, but each time it was confirmed as an auxiliary.
The decision to vote against
the executive committee's recommendation on the WMU
came the same week that the
denomination elected a relative
outsider as president.
Pl'41.

Need plumbing pipe or electrical wire? Get it here!

'oat

has an annual budget of about
$11 million, which comes mainly from book and magazine
sales.
Even if the motion had
passed, the independent WMU
could have rejected the idea.
Wanda Lee, the WMU's executive director, has said the
group's current status as an auxiliary works Well and shouldn't
be tampered with.
Mike Hamlet, pastor of First
Baptist North Spartanburg in
Spartanburg. S.C., and an SBC
executive committee member,
told the convention that the recommendation was not an attack
against the WMU.
"No one in here should think
that we are mandating to the
WMU what they should do,"
Hamlet told the messengers,
according to a Baptist Press
news report.
"We understand that they are
an auxiliary. And yet there are
questions out there that come to
us from the convention, and the
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HIS

signs an executive order calling for the special session.
"[don't want them coming in, spending a lot of
taxpayers' dollars debating something that they
can debate now and solve," he said."As soon as I
get word they've ironed out all the wrinkles, I'll
sign the executive order."
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THE WAY I SEE IT/ THE
%MANE VICTIMS ARE VICTIMIZED
TWICE. FIRST/ MOTHER NATURE
KNOCKS THEM DOWN/AND THEN
HUMAN NATUf?E GOES TIIROV5H
THEIR FXKET9.,,

Tax changes
and businesses
The principal thing on
the mind of all members of
the Kentucky Legislature is
if and
when we
might be
called
into special session for
enacting
needed
changes
in the tax
modernLegislative ization
legislation
Update
passed
By Rep. Melvin
during the
Henley
2005 LegR-Murray
islative
Session.
Inv luded in the tax modernization legislation was an
item called "The Alternative
Minimum Calculation". This
required each business filing
Kenitiv ky Income 'Fax
eturn to calculate their Keniiickv tax liability two way:,
and to pav the highest calculated amount
. 1 he hist calculation would
he the one ordinarily. used.
that is. the tax owed on net
pi Its limn the business.
he ,co Hid calculation would
peicentage of gross
,ales. less cost of goods
,old I his Lalculation is the
one Justin! considerable
limdship on small businesses.
particularly those businesses
lii It are lust starting up.
Many times a business
\sill lho.e no prof it for the
Iii st less v ears of operation
he mi.c they are building the
business and getting established Moss ever, these businesses 1551,,,ke Kentucky
iS On their gross
Tile
ss hothei they made a
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providing a service.
in the session ending in
April the House passed legislation that would have remedied the problem, but the
Senate would not concur in
the House bill, so it died in
the waning hours prior to
adjournment.
It would not be wise, in
my opinion, to call a special
session, costing $50 to $60
thousand dollars per day
until an agreement can be
reached between House and
Senate leadership, and so we
wait and watch to see if
leadership in the two bodies
can forget politics and serve
our constituents, which I
believe is what we were
elected to do.
I received the new 6-Year
Road Plan at the meeting of
the House and Senate Joint
Transportation Committee
meeting on June 6. The plan
is grossly under-funded, having $2.4 billion for Fiscal
Year 2007-08 with $3.6 billion in projects.
If the House had passed
the bill that I filed last session to require bonding and
placing a toll on the two
bridges across the Ohio
River at Louisville. money
would have been available
for all the 2(X)7-08 projects
in the six-year plan.
House leadership saw fit
to kill the bill. however, so
we are back to square one.
Other communities will
suffer more than Calloway
County. however, because we
have the contracts let on the
entire portion of Ky. SO
from (I.S. 6.4 I to Mayfield.
vi title other counties will
has e to scramble for their
priiiects.
The downside is that our
(14 I South project has been
pushed back a couple of
years, and we will have to
tight hard to keep it from
being pushed even further
back during the next budget
Ne•sp)n of 2008

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or
reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the
Forum page.
V letters of a -thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
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Hospitals: Heal thyselves
This is
Is there anyone in Amerinot theory.
ca who doesn't know that
It is being
our hospitals are in trouble,
tried at sevalong with the rest of the
eral hospihealth care system'?
tals throughThree reports released last
out the
week by the Institute of
country.
Medicine confirm that. As
reducing
The Washington Post sumpatient waitmarized it, "Emergency •
ing time.
Cal's
medical care in the United
dramatically
States is on the verge of
Thoughts cutting
costs
collapse." Dangerous overBy Cal Thomas
and delivercrowding and an inability to
Syndicated
ing quality
provide necessary. expertise
Columnist
care to
to treat patients in a safe,
patients, making them happitimely and efficient manner
er and healthier. It has also
are the main reasons.
resulted in doctors, nurses
The report recommends
and other hospital workers
that Congress should create
enjoying their jobs more
a new federal agency and
instead of worrying about
spend billions of dollars to
other.things.
fix the problem.
With systems thinking. ,
That is the worst possible the patient comes first and
recommendation, because it
when that happens. other
is not a solution. Another
concerns take care of themfederal agency is precisely
selves.
what is not needed. What
This is what is known as
we need is "Systems thinkthe "Toyota model." When
ing." ,
one focuses ort the person
What is "sy stems think or customer and his (Sr her
ing"? As described by s eter- satisfaction, profits and effian reporter Lloyd Dobyns in ciency result.
a new documentary. for PubThe PBS documentary.
lic Tele v ision that has
titled "Good News: How
received sonic airings. but
Hospitals Heal Themselves."
needs to he stewed more
shows how St. Joseph's hoswidely. "sy stems thinking" is pital in St. Charles, Mo..
'basically how you see
adopted "systems thinking,"
things
dramatically improving its
Instead ot seeing a huge
emergency care.
mess with one problem
Simple things like movpiled on top 01 another. you ing the X-ray room closer
see differently. You sec with to the emergency room.
what people call 'new eyes.'
allowing doctors tub get their
You sec how you and y our
X-rays faster: or coordinatwork fit into the system.
ing with housekeeping so
and how you and your
that a room is clean when a
work connect to the other
patient needs it, thus reducpeople in the system."

ing waiting time, has substantially reduced costs,
increased efficiency and contributed to patient satisfaction.
St. Joseph's set a time
limit of 30 seconds for an
emergency room patient With
life- or limb-threatening
symptoms to be seen by a
health care professional. All
others would be under
active care within 30 minutes of arrival.
At the time of the filming, St. Joseph's performance
record for these goals was
90 percent. They even hired
a "hospitality person' who
keeps patients informed as
to what is happening, again
contributing to patient contentment.
Lloyd Dobyns says, "You
have to see the whole hospital system. You have to
see how blaming people
does not , help. You have to
see how to practice continual improvement." At St.
Joseph's and at 40 hospitals
in the Pittsburgh area, which
the producers also examined,
everything is focused on the
patients.
"It is not focused on
reducing staff, reducing
costs, or improving profits."
says Dobyns. "But as you
focus on the patients. all
the other things occur naturally. You want to help the
hospital'? Help the patients."
In hospitals where "system!: thinking" is used,
health care costs have been
reduced by as much as half,
This proven system does
not require more staff or
expensive consultants and it

certainly does not need
another bureaucratic, costly
and inefficient government
agency, which can only
make things worse. Improvements can be made, says
Dobyns, starting today and
in every hospital in the
country. Costs will decline
"So the question now
becomes, can we afford not
to heal our hospitals? We
can, if we want, not do
anything. But if we decide
not to do anything, we have
to accept that every day every day - 500, people will
die in hospitals in the United States who did not have
to. You and I might be
Among them."
CO-prOducer "Clare Crawford-Mason (the late former
NBC News president
Reuven Frank 'Was the other
co-producer) tells mesystems thinking also works
with schools if students
become the focus and not
cost, buildings or even
teachers. It works anywhere
and can liberate us from big
government.
In fact, says CrawfordMason. some government'
agencies that have adopted
this Toyota model are
already showing dramatic
improvements.
If ever there was an idea
whose time has come, this
is the idea and this is the
time.
.
Local PBS stations can
be contacted and encouraged
to run this documentary. For
more, visit www.managementwisdom.uom,

Parental mythology
No matter how late he
came home at night. my
father ruled the dawn. In
winter, we children woke to
-pitmen:1g cold and waited
for him to
coax heat
front a
reluctant
urnacc
hefore we
dared to
use. In
warmer
seasons.
Those still
Main Street slumbering
By Constance
at 6:30
Alexander
were
Local
roused by
Columnist
the harsh
whistle of
the tea
kettle and the clatter of
spatula against frying pan.
Once Daddy barked.
"Breakfast" up the back
Stairs, we knew we had
about three minutes to show
up at the table. Any later
than that and there was
bound to be trouble loud
enough to wake HER up.
and that was to be avoided

at all costs.
My parents organized
their days around each
other's absence. so Mother's
day began after we all left
home each morning. and
ended after we kids did the
dinner dishes and she had a
cup of coffee in the living
room. Then it was homework time for us, baths and
bed.
Around ID. she retreated
to her room with a fresh
stack of hooks from the
library and a couple of Ny tots.
My father often stole in
after midnight to a silent.
anxious house.
We children feared the
chronic pains of that house.
the vicissitudes of our parents. We learned, quite
early. the importance of balance. Each parent was like
a figure from Greek myth,
jealously guarding their
boundaries with single-minded ferocity. A misstep, a
careless word from one of
us, could bring down chaos
on the unsuspecting child.
But sometimes, just

"I\

sometimes, the right set of
circumstances converged so
that a perfect Sunday was
hatched from a bright spring
morning. Daddy still got up
early and followed his routine with kettle and skillet.
hut when he called us down
to cat, there was an unmistakable lilt to his summons.
On one of those rare,
tranquil days, he entertained
us with stories as he made
scrambled eggs. My favorite
was the tale he told of a
trip tub darkest Afnca, where
he said he was called into
service to make breakfast
for the King of England.
According to Daddy, just
as he was scraping a fluffy
batch of eggs onto the
monarch's gold-trimmed
plate, a ferocious lion
charged the table.
Stepping in front of the
king to shield him, my
father rolled up his sleeve
and turned just as the animal leaped in for the kill.
With perfect timing, he
flexed his arm and plunged
it down the creature's gaping maw. Finally, he

•••••••Ipo•gPPix••••••m•••m••cK

grabbed its tail and turned
the beast completely insideout.
That same morning he
served mother breakfast in
bed. She wore a pink satin
bed jacket, quilted and
edged with lace. Her long.
chestnut hair was tied back
with a matching ribbon. She
smiled as he handed her a
fresh copy of The New York
limes and a sharpened pencil for the crossword
I loved those days
oi
maybe it was just one' fair
day out of thousands of
dreary ones. Loved the
image of Daddy in white
pith helmet and crisp safari
garb, looking calm and collected even in the midst of.
the lion's mouth; and mother, cool and silent as white
lilacs in the garden of the
gods.
Read Main Street online
at wwwmurrayledgercom. ,
Contact the columnist directly at constancealexander@
charter net .
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Torrential flooding hits Houston area,
southwest Louisiana; more rain expected

Cedric Arnold Benson
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The funeral for Cedric Arnold Benson will be Thursday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev, Richard
Smith will officiate.
Graveside military services will follow at 12:30
s
HOUSTON (AP)- A delp.m. at the Kentucky Veterans Cemetery West,
uge of more than 10 inches of
Hopkinsville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 rain Monday along parts of the
pin. Wednesday.
Gulf Coast forced the evacuaMr. Benson, 74, Blood River Church Road, tion of a Louisiana nursing
Buchanan,'Fenn., died Friday, June 16, 2006, at his home.
home and stranded motorists on
He was a renowned administrative educator and retired director roads flooded up to waigt-deep
of special education serving more than 30 years in multiple counties in southeast Texas, where
in Illinois, Kansas and Wisconsin. He received his master's degree National Guard troops were on
from the University of Illinois.
standby for more storms.
A Marine, be was a decorated war veteran and Purple Heart and
Rain from a second storm
Silver Star recipient of the Korean conflict era and served as a mem- had begun to fall in Houston late
ber and former commandant of the Marine Corps League. He was a Monday afternoon, hours after
long-time member, former president and Paul Harris Fellow of the Mayor Bill White toured his city
Rotary Club. An outdoor sportsman, he was the co-owner of Benson by helicopter and described seeSporting Goods Store. He was a member of First United Methodist ing "block after block after
Church, Murray.
block flooded."
Born Dec. 29, 1931, in Aurora, Ill., he was the son of the late Dr.
As much as 10 1/2 inches of
Arnold S. Benson and Emma L. Hutter Benson. Two sisters also pre- rain was reported in the Houston
ceded him in death.
area by the height of the mornSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Josephine(Jo)Leathers Benson, ing rush hour, said Rusty
and one son, Eric A. Benson and wife, Jane, all of Murray; one Cornelius, administrative coordaughter, Mrs. Debbie Graham, Cookeville, Tenn.; five grandchil- dinator for Harris County
dren, Christian, Casey and Constance Carter, all of Cookeville, and
Emergency
Management.
Carl and Emily Benson, both of Murray.
Almost 6 inches of rain fell in
just 75 minutes near Hobby
Tristan Montgomery Perry
Airport, the National Weather
A graveside service for Tristan Montgomery Perry will he Service reported.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Bethel Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn. Rev.
No deaths were reported, but
Richard Edmiston will officiate.
roads across the Houston area,
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
including Interstate 10 and other
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Thursday.
The infant son died Thursday, June 15, 2006, at 11:04 a.m. at major arteries, were flooded and
vehicles were stalled. Hobby
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were a grandfather, Kenneth Perry, and a Airport was closed for more
than 2 hours because employees
cousin, Zachery Canerdy.
Survivors include his parents, Kristy Lynn Perry and Michael couldn't get through the flooded
Anton Davis, Campbell Street, Murray; three sisters, Madison roads to work. Several schools
Davis, Mackenzie Perry and Allison Davis, one brother, Adrian were closed.
In Sulphur, La., emergency
Perry, and a grandmother, Mary Ann Perry, all of Murray.
crews evacuated 120 patients
from Holly Hill Nursing Home,
Sue Cope
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Sue Cope will be today at 2 p.m. in the flooded with up to 1 1/2 feet of
chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Bardwell. Rev. -Linda water after debris clogged a city
Creason will officiate. Burial will follow in the Columbus Cemetery. storm drain near the nursing
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Relay For Life, 1890 home's back door. Residents
U.S. 62, Bardwell, Ky., 42023 or Bardwell First Christian Church, won't be able to return for at
least a week, owner Elizabeth
P.O. Box 248, Bardwell, Ky., 42023.
Mrs. Cope, 76, Bardwell, died Saturday, June 17, 2006, at 6:45 Fellows said.
Spotters in Sulphur measured
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired social worker for West Kentucky Allied Services, she as much as 9 1/2 inches of rain,
was a member of First Christian Church, Bardwell, and a 50-year- and the area had received an
average of 4 to 6 inches by late
plus member of the Order of the Eastern Star.
Her husband, Loyse Monroe Cope, and one sister both preceded afternoon, senior forecaster
her in death. She was the daughter of the late Wendel and George Kent Kuypers said. Nearby
Lillard Crow.
DeQuincy measured about 14
Survivors include one son, Mark Cope, Bardwell; one daughter,
Mrs. Seleta Adlich, Richmond, Va.; two sisters, Mrs. Hetzel Kohl,
Aurora, and Mrs. Helen Weaver, Murray;one brother, George Crow,
Evans, Ga.; four grandchildren, Amanda Patterson, Mayfield, Kevin
Cope, Bardwell, Brian Adlich, Richmond, and Brandon Adlich,
Nortonville.

Roddie Craig Peebles
A family private memorial service for Heiddie Craig Peebles was
Saturday in Nashville, Tenn. There are no other arrangements.
Mr. Peebles, 70, of Nashville, died Friday, June 16, 2006, at his
home. '
A long-time advertising executive in western Kentucky, he was
active in First Methodist Church, Murray, Ky.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Judy Peebles, a
Paducah, Ky., native, and Rod Peebles, a Hartford, Ky., native.
Survivors include his wife, Fran Peebles; one son, Marc Peebles
and wife; Belinda, Murray; one daughter, Julie Mitchell and husband, Dan, Nashville; four grandchildren, Amanda and Adam
Peebles and Clay and Connor Mitchell.
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Cheney sees success in
warding off terrorist
attacks inside the U.S.
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Brandi Brown, 8, center, is lifted into the arms of Houston Fire Department Capt. Burke, right,
by fireman Eric Jordan as she and her family evacuated their home which is surrounded by
flood waters Monday in Houston. Brown's brother, Malcolm is left. Torrential downpours created a nightmare commute for Houston-area residents, flooding some major traffic arteries.
ground, with water covering General Land Office, seven
inches, he said.
swift water rescue teams and a
In Texas, flood warnings their tires.
"It, was like a river over civil support team from the 6th
remained in effect for some bayArmy National Guard unit.
ous in Harris County, and a there," Robles said.
Harris County authorities
But officials said drainage
flood watch was issued through
Tuesday morning for about a improvements made since said the forces weren't needed
dozen counties in Southeast Tropical Storm Allison's cata- yet and would remain on standstrophic damage five years ago by.
Texas.
Israel Nava and his father,
Near Hobby Airport, Luis were working.
"We live in Houston, Texas, who live near the airport, were
Robles awakened to a leaky ceiling and floodwaters creeping and you can't be surprised at scrambling to fix a gutter that
into the front yard;.less than a flooding in Houston," White was nearly ripped off in Monday
mile away, the brown water was said."When you have this much morning's storm. They were
waist deep on an Interstate 610 rain in a short period of time at a bracing for the worst as the next
place that's near sea level, then round approached.
exit.
"Hopefully, it won't be as
With the rain still falling, you still have some real risk."
Gov. Rick Perry activated 50 bad," said Nava. "We're just
Robles took pictures of his children wearing plastic ponchos Texas Army National Guard waiting to see what happens."
and playing in the rain, as cars trucks, four helicopters, 30 resand trucks passed in the back- cue boats, one airboat from the

Blanco orders National Guard troops to
patrol New Orleans after deadly weekend
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WASHINGTON (AP) Vice President Dick Cheney
said Monday that aggressive
U.S. action is responsible for
preventing new terror attacks
since the Sept. 11 strikes.
"Nobody
can promise
we
that
won't
be
hit," Cheney
said. But be
credited a
determined
offense
against terCheney
rorists
abroad,
improved intelligence-gathering
and preventive steps at home for
thwarting or discouraging terror
attacks on U.S. soil.
Answering questions at a
National Press Club luncheon,
Cheney also said that, when
President Bush and he took
office in January 2001, the balance of power in government
was tilted in favor of Congress.
The unpopular Vietnam War
and the Watergate scandals
allowed Congress to take more
authority at the expense of the
executive branch, Cheney said.
He and the president believed it
was important to "have the balance righted, if you will. And I
think we've done that successfully," he said.
Democratic critics of the
president and even some
Republicans have questioned
the administration's assertion of

expanded executive power in
the name of combatting terrorism. These include warrantless
eavesdropping by the National
Security Agency, detention of
suspected terrorists without
charges, expanded powers under
the Patriot Act and alleged secret
CIA prisons overseas.
Cheney defended the NSA's
domestic eavesdropping program, which the administration
calls its -terrorist surveillance
program" as important in the
war on terror, while conceding it
was controversial.
"We have been engaged in a
debate about the wisdom of the
program and whether or not it's
legal, but it clearly is legal, we
believe. It is consistent with the
Constitution."
Under the program, the NSA
has. been monitoring communications of Americans without
obtaining warrants so long as
least one of the participants is
overseas and at least one is a
suspected terrorist.
The program, along with
"very aggressive campaigns
overseas," has helped to protect
the country against new terror
attacks, Cheney asserted.
He was asked if the United
States is winning the war on terrorism.
"I believe we are," Cheney
said."I think we've made significant progress, if you look back
over the last - nearly - five
years now."

NEW ORLEANS(AP)-As more troops would be deployed
they struggle to build a new after that, said Denise Bottcher,
New Orleans, city officials were the governor's spokeswoman.
Earlier Monday, Nagin had
appalled by a reminder of the
old city: six people slain in a sin- asked for as many as 300
National Guardsmen and 60
gle weekend.
Community leaders have state police officers.
It was the first time the
raised fears that such violence
could discourage people from National Guard has been used
moving back, so Mayor Ray for law enforcement in the
Nagin on Monday asked for help United States since the immedito prevent criminals from spoil- ate aftermath of Hurricane
ing what could be the greatest Katrina.
Nagin had sought the troops
rebuilding effort in the nation's
history.
after five teenagers in an SUV •
Blanco were shot and killed in the city's
Gov. Kathleen
responded by sending National deadliest attack in at least 11
Guard troops and state police to years. Police said the tack was
apparently motivated by drugs
patrol city streets.
"We're trying to bring people or revenge. Also, a man was
home," said Rob Couhig, a New stabbed to death Sunday night in
Orleans businessman who is an argument over beer.
"Today is a day when New
advising Nagin on rebuilding."I
think what's important is we Orleanians are stepping up.
have a relatively peaceful city, We've had enough," Nagin said.
"This is our line in the sand.
and the prospects for one."
Blanco agreed, saying the sit- We're saying we're not going
uation called for swift action. any further."
Nagin said he would not
"Things like this should never
happen, and I am going to do all allow criminals to take over
when the city is still trying to
I can to stop it," she said.
National recover from the hurricane. The
hundred
One
Guardsmen with law enforce- mayor said troops should be
ment experience and 60 state posted in heavily flooded neighpolice officers were to be sent to borhoods to free police to conthe city Tuesday. Up to 200 centrate on hot spots elsewhere

The National Guard had as
.matty as 153:100 soldiers Its the
city in the weeks after Katrina.
As many as 2,000 stayed until
Louisiana
February,
said
National Guard spokesman Lt.
Col. Pete Schneider.
Blanco said plans were being
crafted last week to step up anticrime efforts, but the weekend
slayings forced authorities to
move faster. She said she was
talking with New Orleans Police

Chief Warren Riley about his
exact needs:
Riley assured residents that
the Guard was "not coming in
and taking over the city."
"You will have to look for
them to find them," Riley said.
"They will not be uptown,
downtown or in the French
Quarter. Our people will be
there. This will allow us to have
more of our people there."
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Hearing Aid Problems?

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Arg,.....10952.7 + 12.1
61.70 + .12
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27.91 + .07
4T&T, Inc
-41.81 • .11
ISB&T
-----36.25 + .11
Bell South
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Bristol Myers Squibb -25.41 - .01
Caterpillar ----___.-70.52 + .57
Chesron Texaco Corp__57.81 +.3O
!hinter Chrysler ......--47.53 + .63
Dean Foods _____........-35.75 + .19
9739 + .21
Exxon-Mobil
_6.71 - .03
Ford Motor
General Electric........---.33.67..06
1410 • 06
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -54.34 4.29
41.63 + .02
Goodrich
11.29 • .05
Goodyear----.
HopFed Bank* ..........15.34 B 15.56 A
Coal 74:44244, IA/nay. KY 42071
270-743-3361• 400444-1•14
Nom 400 osei.41410 gum 144
1/Altard lye's es•'NOAH meter this God
unr - pHre 11.4(1411•19fd
Aa00..11informatr0n avakabir on rwount

prices as of 9 a.m

18.27 + .03
Intel .
20.29 +.82
Kroger
16.39.11
Mattel
12.80 - .05
McDonalds
-.34.70 + .24
Merck
.22.65 + .10
Microsoft
J.C. Penney --------.A6.25 + .44
+ .08
Pepsico.
Mee Inc....._..,.,.., ,.,,,....23.00+.06
+ .06
Regions Financial
Schering-Plough ..-----19.06 +.02
Sears Holding Corp ----151.79 + .08
-17.10 - .01
rinse Warner
t'S Bancorp .........----.3117 + .05
..44.I2 4.02
INT
WellPoint Inc...._.....-......71.09 + .32
48.43 + .15
Wal-Mart

We service and repair most brands of
hearing aids ... regardless of where you
purchased your aid. See us for ...
Better Quality - Better Service - Better Pikes
Call 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

LYONS
filtS4 HILUARD
1.11. HILLIARD, WI_ LYONS, INC
MUMMA NEW YON STOCX EXCHANGE AND SAW

210 South 12th Street• Murray
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COMMUNITY
Cystic Fibrosis Charity Golf
Tournament will be Sunday

McCuiston re-elected as
commander of AMVETS
state organization
BUCHANAN, Tenn. —
AMVETS Auxiliary to Post 45
can now boast having both the
state commander and the state
president, with the re-election
of Glenda McCuiston of Murray, Ky., to a second term as
commander,and Wincie Wright,
of Paris, President. About 30
members of the organizations
just returned from the annual
convention in Gatlinbtug.
Wright is a certified administrative assistant at Dana Corp,
and McCuiston is a home health
nurse in Murray.
Other officers of the Auxiliary elected to state positions
were Kathy Suffern, Americanism; Kristi Frye, VAVS rep
Dorothy
Nashville; • and
Edwards
• VAVS rep Memphis. Shirley
Collins is serving a two-year
term as secretary.Jan Doall was.
re-elected to TN Snappiest,
which is the highest office of
the fun group of the Auxiliary
and supports Nursing in particular. Doall was also appointed convention chair for 2(X)6/7.
First place awards won by
Auxiliary 45 included Child
Welfare and Community Service and Bonnie Scott was chosen Auxiliary Lady of the Year.
Installation of new officers
was in joint ceremony and the
primary order of business of
the June meeting of AMVETS
and Auxiliary to Post 45.
Auxiliary officers were
installed by Past President Jan
Doan. with AMVETS and Sons
of AMVETS being installed
hy Bill Edwards, Past Commander.
Both new Commander Toni
Lutz. and President Shirley
Collins offered comments
regarding their plans for the
coming year.
Commander Mike Leach presented a certificate of appreciation to Wincie Wright for

her assistance with the newsletter this past year, and thanked
the body for the success of
this year. President Collins
• presented a plaque. for Auxiliary member of the Year to
Jan Doall.
A resignation was accepted
from the newly elected third
vice, and with the board
approval, Kathy Suffern was
appointed to this position. Other
appointed positions announced
were: Wincie Wright, secretary; Nancy Byford, hospital:
Carol Feldkamp, scrapbook:
Maxine Starks, Ky. Nursing
Home; Jan Doa11, parliamentarian and PRO.
Dorothy Edwards, hospital
chair, reported on the Memorial Day Fun Run, which is
reported under her office,
approximately 35 walkers/runners participated and over $1100
was raised for the Veterans
Hospital recreation fund. That
event was hosted by American Legion #89, with a touching memorial service for the
deceased members of all veteran groups during the year,
and dedicated a new Plaza with
a Monument and 3 flag poles.
Plans were made to enter
the Freedom Day parade in
Murray on July I New. AmericanismChair, Melissa Nergard
will be organizing this event.
volunteers VviII be needed.
All outgoing officers gave
their year-end reports, and were
prepared to turn over all records
to their successors.
Kristine
members
New
DuEresne and Chen Decker
were inducted into the Auxiliary by Past President Doalls.
Secretary Wincie Wright gave
President Shirley a gilt from
thegroup, and Sue Wofford presented Collins her year in pictures. with a scrapbook .titled
"Git 'er Done" the year's theme.

The 10th annual Shames HMI Charity
Golf Tournament benefiting cystic fibrosis
will be Saturday at Futures Golf Club,
Puryear, Tenn.
This will be a 4-man scramble with the
cost being $5 per person which includes
green fee, cart and dinner. Prizes will be
awarded for long drive contest and closest to the pin on all par 38. Mulligans will
be sold on site.
This is being sponsored by Mornhigstar
Jots
and WFRG 103.7 Froggy FM. For inforDatobook mation call Donnie Tinsley at 227-7741 or
By Jo Burkeen
e-mail entries to duck@murray-ky.net.
Community
Editor

Family reunion planned

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
YARD OF THE MONTH: The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has selected the yard of Teresa and
Curtis Price at 1673 Ky. 94 West, Murray, as the yard of the
month for June.

Murray Main Street announces
new membership campaign
The Murray Main Street
of Directors
has
Board
announced the annual newmember campaign.
To occur between June 15
and July 21, the campaign will
focus on acquainting members
of the community with the
accomplishments and goals of
the Murray Main Street pro"As our community
gram.
grows in awareness of how a
vibrant and historic downtown
area positively impacts our
quality of life, we know that
more and more individuals and
families will want to he
involved and support this
endeavor," said Melissa Finklea.
chair of the group's organization committee.
program recently
The
received its re-certification sum"This is important in
tus
qualifying us for the grant
opportunities that enable the
restoration of downtown buildings. facade renovation. and
assistance for retail growth."

expressed Deana Wright, manager. "We are proud of our
accomplishments, but not content to rest on our laurels,"
she continued.
Sara Fineman, a local businessperson and president-elect
of Murray Main Street, cited
the organization's commitment
to preserve Murray's past and
to enable current and future generations to learn how the cornmunity has evolved. "Our
annual tabloid will feature interviews with local citizens about
the historic homes of Murray",
she said. "We think people
will find the oral history stories in this forthcoming publication to be especially fascinating", she concluded.
The one-month new membership campaign is being conducted by members of the Main
Street Board of Directors and
volunteers. For further informinion, call the Murray Main
Street Office at 759-9474.

Keel and Cole counselors for Summer Orientation
Muria% Stale t ni‘ersity students 1 yndsi Keel and Brent
Cole are set-% mg as counselors
tor Sunnite!' Orientation sessions June 20-21. July 15-16
and July 29 111
Orientation. held for Murray State's incoming f reshmen

and transfer students, gives
them the opponunity base quesnons answered about a canety of areas including academ
ics. financial aid and campus
organizations.
Summer () counselors lead
group discussions and serse as

mentors during the orientation.
Keel, daughter of Jennifer
and Terry Apple of Murray. is
maturing in business administration and is a member of
I hart College. She is also a memher of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. the Hart Honor Society

and the Honor's Program.
Cole. son of Tim and Tammy
Cole of Hazel, is majoring in
and
graphics
engineering
design. He is a member of Alpha
Sigma Pi fraternity and an 1ET
ambassador.

Students selected to attend scholars program
Go%
FR ANKFORL Ky
Ernie lick her announced 1156
outstanding high school jun
mrs will attend this ),ear's Om,
ernor's Scholars Program for
Ilse weeks in June and July
Students selected Irom Murray and Calloway County were
the following
Ashley Mane Winkler of
Calloway Count) High School.
Bradley Randall Black, Wesley Seaton Bohn and Colleen
rum NIL Cos ot Miura s High
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School
Gov Fletcher said. " rhis is
an outstanding educational
opportunity for these young
people By participating in the
program. students will hase
unique opportunity to exchange
ideas and discover different
points of stew while interacting with other students and
learning new disciplines My
congratulations to those young
Kentuckians who have been
chosen to share in this exciting program "
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to participate in the prograM
represent 119 of Kentucky's
121i counties A statewide selection committee chose the participants lin the nationally recogni/ed program from nominations submitted from each
Kentucky school district.
Sete,. non criteria included
academic records and test
scores, teacher recommendations, extracumcular activities
and essays The program is
tree to those who attend.
Scholars are in residenCe for
the program. which this year
is being held at Bellarmine
University in 1.ouisy ilie from
June 18 to July 22. Morehead
State 1:nicersity in Morehead
twin June 24 to July 28. and
at Centre College in Dandle
from June 25 to July 29
Scholars will balance a busy
academic schedule in the WIen,,es. mathematics, humanities
and the arts with a sariets ol
CO-4. urricular activities and a
rich residential life. They will
community
in
participate
improsement protects. seminars
and other actis ales that are often
initiated by the students themselves

Retirement reception Thursday
Murray Head Start will host a retirement reception for Deanna Wolf who is retiring from her position as Family Services
coordinator after 25 years of service on Thursday from 2 to
4 p.m. in the board room at the Murray Board of Education,
208 South 13th St., Murray. The public is invited.

Cuba High School class plans reunion
Cuba High School Class of 1976 will hold its 30-year
reunion on July 8 from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Big Apple Cafe
in Murray. Any former teachers or class members and their
guests are invited to attend.

Legion Post meeting Thursday
American Legion Post if73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. All members and veterans are encouraged to attend.
For more information call Post Commander Don Adcock at
227-7939 or 489-2844.

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
private dining room #1 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and blood pressure and pulse checks Thursday from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Lowes in
Murray.

Volleyball team plans promotion
Calloway County High School Lady Lakers Volleyball Team
will have a rebate day on Wednesday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
team.

East Council will meet today
East Calloway School Based Decision Making Council will
meet have a special called meeting today at 4:30 p.m. at the
school.

MHS Class of 1956 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1956 will have its 50-year
class reunion celebration on Saturday, July 1, at 6 p.m. at the
hotel at Kenlake State Resort Park. All graduates and anyone
who was part of the class at any time as well as friends and
family are invited to attend. Call Sondra Kyle Kader at 7599684 or 293-9994 or e-mail to kylelo@charter.net for more
information.

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the
community room of Calloway County Public Library. Tina
Goodman will showcase the difference between miniature and
small quilts for the program. the room will be available at
5:30 p.m. All members and interested persons are invited.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet tonight
Photo provided
MaKensie
CROWNED:
was
Grace
Orange
Miss
Little
crowned
County
Fair
Calloway
Queen at the pageant held
June 12. She is the sixyear-old daughter of Shane
and Shanna Orange of
Murray.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Playhouse In The Park plans auditions
Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for "Steel Magnolias" tonight from 6 to 9 p.m. at the playhouse. The play
calls for six women, ranging in ages from 19 to mid-60s.
Auditions will consist of cold readings from the script. No
pnor theatre experience is necessary, and all are encouraged
to audition. Show dates are Aug. 10-20 at the Playhouse. For
more information call 759-1752.Alzheimer's Group will meet

MHS Class planning reunion
Murray High School Class of 1996 has planned a 10-year
reunion on Aug. 19. Class members or parents of class members are asked to call Char Villanova at 1-615-556-6714 and
give him addresses to mail the plans to them.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

--Franklin D Roosevelt

Your friends. Your insurance.
Home • Auto • Manufactured Home • Insurance available in

city or county
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Descendants of the John Franklin and Elizabeth Garland
will have a reunion on Saturday, July I, at 11 a.m. at the
school house pavilion at Murray-Caloway County Central
Park. Those attending are requested to bring desserts and drinks,
but other food and items will be furnished. For more information call Charlotte McClure at 753-9656.
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Pictured lat the Hospice Council meeting were, from left, top row, John Dale, Dr. Sandra Parks,

Kaye Clark, Dr. William Giese, Jimmie Joyce, bottom row: Nannette Durham, Ruth
Daughaday, Dr. Ruth Cole, Judy Eldredge, Lisa Ray, Vicky Holton and Sharon Myatt. Not
pictured are Kerry Lambert, Cindy Ragsdale and Brenda Call.
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Dr. Giese named as Hospice director
Dr. William Giese M.D. was
nominated by the Murray-Calloway County Hospice Council to become medical director of MCCH Hospice . upon
approval of the Medicial Society. The medical director meets
with the Hospice Team to discuss and evaluate the patients
care. Patients may retain their
family physicians.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Advisory

Council met June 9 for their
regular quarterly meeting.
The Hospice Advisory Council was formed in 1979 with
a primary function of advising and approving the Hospice
program.
Discussion at this meeting
included voting to accept Dr.
Giese as the new Hospice medical director to replace Dr. Sean
Kelly who has been a very
devoted medical director for

several years.
The council expressed appreciation to Dr. Kelly for all his
contributions to the Hospice
Advisory Council and anticipate
a great working relationship
with Dr. Giese.
Hospice Advisory Council
members .epresent areas of
MCCH, community organiza
tions, and MCCH Hospice
founder and lifetime member
Dr. Ruth Cole.

Civil War Roundtable event planned
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CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — Tim Smith, hilitorian of Shiloh history at Mississippi State UniThe Clarksville(TN) Civil War National Military Park and versity. He is the historian at
Roundtable will be held author of the recent book on Shiloh National Military Park
and is the author of two books,
Wednesday at 7 p,m, in the the battle of Champion Hill.
Smith will detail the plans, one on the history of the Shiloh
cafe of Borders Books in the
Governor's Square Mall in leadership problems for both park as well as the Champion
Clarksville. This is located sides and the battles in his Hill work. His newest book,
just south of Exit 4 off 1-24 presentation. It is a command "The Untold Story of Shiloh:
at Wilma Rudolph Blvd./High- study that the U.S. Army still The Battle and the Battlefield"
way 79. Meetings are open utilizes to this day to teach has been recently released from
to the public and anyone with officers about combat leader- University of Tennessee Press.
an interest in the American ciyil ,ship and bow to operate in a He has also had articles published in "North And South"
campaign.
War. is invited.
Smith received his bache- magazine, Tennessee HistoriThis month's program is *The
Battle Of Champion Hill: Deci- lor of arts and master of arts cal Quarterly, "America's Civil
sive Battle of the Vicksburg degrees in history from Ole War" and other publications.
Campaign" to be presented by Miss and..=Dad i Ph.D. in
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Don't look an urther — your Ledger & Times sales
representative can do it all for you.
Call yot hometown source for all your
advertising needs.
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

DeMoss signs 5-year deal
is going."
Earlier this year, DeMoss, a pupil
of Tennessee coach Pat Sununitt, led
the Wildcats to a victory over the No.
1-ranked Volunteers in perhaps the
ally under the new five-year contract, biggest game in the papgram's history.
Athletics Director Mitch Barnhart said. Sununitt recently
signed a contract extenDeMoss led the Wildcats to a top-four
sion that would make her the first
finish in the SEC.
women's coach to earn $1 million a
"Coach DeMoss is very deserving
year.
of this new contract as our women's
In three seasons, DeMoss has led
basketball program is now one of the
the Wildcats to a 51-42 (.548) overall
marquee sports in women's athletics,"
record. During 2005-06 DeMoss led
Barnhart said in a statement. -The proUK to incredible new heights, piloting
gram has made significant progress
a team that went from winning a comwhile competing in a very difficult
bined 20 games in the two years prior
league. Coach DeMoss'recruiting, organization and vision for the program give to her arrival, to a record-breaking regme great confidence in the direction it
•See DEMOSS,9

UK HOOPS COACH SIGNS NEW CON IRACT TO
KEEP HER WITH TEAM THROUGH 2011

AP

The Carolina Hurricanes celebrate with the Stanley Cup
after winning Game 7 of the
Stanley Cup Finals over the
Edmonton Oilers in Raleigh,
N.C., Monday night.

From staff and wire reports
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky
women's basketball coach
Mickie
DeMoss agreed to a new contract Monday that will keep her with the team
through 2011.
DeMoss, the Southeastern Conference coach of the year, led the Wildcats last year to one of their best seasons in school history, including a 229 record, a school-best nine SEC Conference wins, and Kentucky's first trip
to the NCAA tournament in svien years.
DeMoss will make $350,000 annu-

U.S. OPEN

WORLD CUP

Open is a
tale told by
an 'idiot'

Hurricanes
hoist first
Stanley
Cup

By DOUG FERGUSON

CAROLINA CONIES
CI' CLUTCH IN
GAME 7
RALEIGH, N.C. (API -hanks to the kid, all those Carolina old-timers finally got to
hoist the Stank y Cup.
Rod Brind'Amour cried. Bret
Iledican jumped for joy. Even
Doug Weight
had shoulder and
all ---- lifted hockey's most revered
trophy above his head. It tilted
slightly to his right, but he held
Iii.
No way the Hurricanes were
going to let this one slip away.
Cain Ward made sure of that
• • .The rookie goalie stopped nearly everything that came his way,
finishing oft a brilliant playoffs
with a rock-solid performance in
Game 7 The Hurricanes skated
away with their first Stanley Cup
beating Edmonton 3-1 in the
winner-take-all finale Monday
night.
Ward. only 22, won the Conn
Smythe 'trophy as most valuable
player of the postseason.
-Goaltending wins you chain
pionships. make no mistake about
IC said Brind'Amour, the 35yearold captain. his eyes still red
atter he left the ice "I got to
raise the cup because ol that kid."
Brind' Amour Wasn't the only
member of the (0-something club
who finally broke through.
'here was licdwan, 35, who
lost in his first two trips to the
!orals And Weight, 35, who final
k made 11 tor the first time in
,.
his I Sal Sea•on And Whitne)
14. who didn't reach the finals until
Year 14 And the most patient
one 01 .111. ;7- ear-old Glen Wes
les. who had played in the eighth most iegular-season games (1,3111
III NHL history without winning
t. ham pion ship
•tl if thelll will be getting
then names 011 the
cuplita
-that was probably the greatest feeling of my life,'' coach
Peter I as',dote said ''Ti watch

AP

United States midfielder Landon Donovan speaks to journalists during a news conference in Hamburg,
Germany, Monday The U.S. team is preparing to face Ghana in the 2006 World Cup soccer Thursday.

Stayin' Alive
DONOVAN COULD BE KEY
IN AMERICA ADVANCING
TO SWEET 16
HAMBURG. (;erniiiii
I AP)
Landon I/ono% an kept getting advice.

not goals
Coach Bruce Arena criticized his
play in the opening loss to the Czech
Republic. and there was no shortage
of teammates and stall who spoke
with hint. attempting to prod the
prodigy hack on track
Donovan responded in last weekend's exhilarating 1-1 tie against Italy,
and now heads into Thursday's mustwin game against Ghana with the

confidence he lacked against the
Thursday
Czechs.
"I think he emerged in this game
United States vs. Ghana
and demonstrated to the world, but When: 10 a m.
TV: ESPN
more importantly to his teammates,
that he's a great player in any kind cemed, all the fouls in the tie with
of game," U.S. coach Bruce Arena Italy Saturday night are forgiven.
said Monday. "Landon did things
"Listen, I'm rooting Italy for the
against Italy I've never seen him do rest of the week," he said. "As far
before. He was a warrior on the as I'm concerned, they're the nicest
guys in the world."
field."
At times it's hard to forget that
It's a pretty easy formula that will
get the Amencans to the second round: while he's a two-time World Cup vetwin and get help. The simplest see- eran, he's still just 24. His 25 internano would be a U.S. victory cou- national goals are third in U.S. hispled with an Italian win over the tory, behind Eric Wynalda (34) and
Czech Republic. Other possibilities Brian McBride (30), but he's been
blanked in 17 national team games
are remote.
So, as far as Donovan is con- since last July 9 against Canada.

Stanley Cup Winners
.2006 Caroltna Hurricanes
2005 locitout
2004 Tampa Bay Lightning
2003- New Jersey Devils
2002 Detroit Red Wings
12001 Colorado Avalanche
.2000 New Jersey Devils
.; 1999 Dallas Stars
1996 Detroit Red Wings
- 1997 - Detroit Red Wings
4996- Colorado Avalanche
995- New Jersey Devils
41994 New York Rangers
'1993-- Montreal Canadiens
)992 Pittsburgh Penguins
'1991 P1ttsbungh Penguins
• 1990-- Edmonton Odors
-Calgary Flames
- I988 Edmonton
987-Edmonton Otters
OilersI
1986-Montreal Canadians
:1985-- Edmonton Odors
' 3984--Edmonton Otters
11983-New York Islanders
;4982 --New York Islanders
1.1981 - New YOCI1 Islander*
- 1960- -New 'York Islanders
'1979 Montreal Canadtens
3978- Montreal Caniktions
'1977 Montreal Canadians
4976- Montret C.anadiens

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger File

Mickie DeMoss will be paid
350,000 annually through 2011
to coach the UK women basketball team.

AP Golf Writer
MAMARONECK,N.Y.(AP)—
Phil Mickelson isn't the only
major champion to blow the U.S.
Open. He can only hope he doesn't end up like the others.
Sam Snead thought he needed
a birdie on the par-5 18th hole
at Philadelphia Country Club in
1939, then butchered the hole so
badly that he wound up with a
triple-bogey 8 and finished two
shots out of the playoff.
He never won a U.S. Open,
the only major keeping him from
the career Grand Slam.
Ben Hogan was locked in a
duel of generations with Arnold
Palmer and 20-year-old amateur
Jack Nicklaus at Cherry Hills in
1960. He felt he needed a birdie
on the par-5 17th, and his wedge
spun off the green and into a
creek. Hogan never won another
U.S. •Open.
- - •
Palmer had a seven-shot lead
on Billy Casper at Olympic Club
in 1966 and went after the U.S.
Open scoring record. His bold
play led to an unthinkable collapse. Casper shot 32 on the back
nine for a tie, then beat Palmer
the next day in an 18-hole playoff.
Palmer never won another U.S.
Open.
"As a kid, I dreamt of winning this tournament," Mickelson
said late Sunday afternoon, still
in shock over a double bogey
that cost him his best chance at
the U.S. Open. "I came out here
and worked hard all four days,
haven't made a bogey (on No.
18) all week. Even a bogey would
have gotten me into a playoff. I
just can't believe I did that."
Neither could anyone else. •
Even with his less-than-best
golf. Mickelson seemingly had
both hands on Me-trophy. Despite
failing to hit a single fairway on
the back nine at Winged Foot,
he had a one-shot lead when he
got to the 18th tee.
"It's a 72-hole tournament, not
71," said Kenneth Ferric, who
played with Mickelson in the final
pairing. "Through 17 holes, he
had played good enough to win."
But the 18th hole is what will
stick with Mickelson until Father's
Day next year.

('HIC.-160 12, CLEVEL..1ND 8

Cubs chop down Tribe
BLANCO MATCHES CAREER-HIGH 4 RBIs
CLEVELAND tAPi
Henry Blanco was happy to
be back in his own personal comfort /one -- Jacobs
held.
Blanco tied a career high
with four RBIs and Juan
Pierre drove in three runs to
help the Chicago Cubs beat
the Cleveland Indians 12-8
Monday night.
Blancc went 3-for-4 to raise
his carver average at Jacobs
Field to .436(17-for-39i. He's
hitting .238 overall this season.
-This is a good place to

hit." Blanco said. "I see the
ball well here."
Rookie Sean Marshall (45i gave up four runs and
seven hits in five innings
before a 73-minute rain delay
in the top of the sixth. The
left-hander earned his first
road win since April 14.
The Cubs, coming off an
0-6 homestand in which they
were outscored 43-17. won
their fourth straight on the
road. Cleveland has lost four
in a row, 12 of 16 overall
and dropped 15 games back
in the AL Central.

"We've done a very poor
job," manager Eric Wedge said
of the Indians' ninth consecutive loss to open a senes.
"We recognize how bad things
are nght now, but good ballclubs find a way to overcome and win."
Blanco, facing the Indians
for the first time since hitting .396 (13-for-41) against
them while with Minnesota
in 2004, snapped a 3-3 tie
in the fourth with a threerun homer off Jason Johnson

•See CUBS,9

-

AP

Chicago pitcher Sean Marshall delivers a pitch to
Cleveland Indians' Eduardo Perez in the third inning
of an
intedeague baseball game Monda in Cloveland
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TODAY
COLLEGE BASEBALL
4 p.m.
ESPN2 - NCAA Drown I World
teams TBA. at
9
game
Series.
Omaha. Net
7:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - NCAA Division I World
Senes. game 10. teams IBA at
Omaha Net
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC - CVS Charily Classic final
round at Barrington Ft i (same-day
tapel
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
Chlrago Cubs at Cleveland
WGN
NBA BASKETBALL
11 p.m.
ABC - Payoffs finals game 6 Miami
at Dallas la necessaryi
2a m
ESPN -- Playoffs finals game 6
Miami at Dallas (if necessary delayed
Mos)
SOCCER
1:55 p.m.
ESPN - FIFA. World Cup first round
Sweden vs England. at Cologne
Germany
ESPN2- FIFA World C.first
round. Paraguay vs Trinidad 8
Tobago. at K•11)011•••1.T. Gennany

Van Haverstock
NATIONAL SPORTS SCORE
National League InandIngs
All Times COT
Emit DivIskal
W LPdt GB
43 28123 New York
Philadelphia
35 36.500 6 ire
32 40.44412 1/2
Washington
29 37.43912 1(2
Florida
30 40429131/2
Atlanta
Control Division
L Pet 08
W
42 28.618
St Louis
Cincinnati
38 32.543
5
7
36 34.514
Houston
Milwaukee
35 36.493 8 1/2
Chicago
27 42.391151/2
Pittsburgh
26 45.38817 1/2
West Division
L Pct GB
W
36 33.522
Los Angeles
33.522
36
San Diego
36 34.514 1/2
Artzona
35 35.500 1 1/2
Colorado
35 35 500 1 1/2
San Francisco

Monday's Games
Arizona 5, Pittsburgh 4, 11 innings
Boston 6, Washington 3
Chicago Cubs 12, Cleveland 8
Philadelphia 4, N.Y Yankees 2
Cincinnati 4, N Y. Mets 2
Detroit 3. Milwaukee 1
Colorado 7, Oakland 0
San Francisco 2, L.A. Angels 1
Today's Genies
Chicago Cubs(Maddux 7-6) at
Cleveland (Lee 5-5), 605 p.m.
Washington (Hemandez 5-7) at Boston
(Wakefield 4-8), 6:05 p.m
Florida (Willis 3-6) at Baltimore
(Cabrera 4-3), 6'05 p.m.
N Y Yankees (Mussina 8-3) at
Philadelphia ((idle 4-6). 605 p.m.
Cincinnati (Ramirez 2-5) at N.Y. Mons
(Trachsel 4-4), 6:10 p m.
Arizona (Batista 6-4) at Tampa Bay
(Hendrickson 3-7), 615 p.m
Toronto (Towers 1-8) at Atlanta (Sosa 19), 6 35 p in.
Minnesota (Radke 5-7) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-3), 7:05 p m
San Diego (Thompson 2-2) at Texas
(Padilla 6-4), 7'05 p m
Detroit (Miner 2-1) at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 0-0 or Melling 0-0). 7 05

AP
Giants starting pitcher Matt Cain throws against the Los Angeles Angels Kendry
Morales in the seventh inning in San Francisco Monday night.
Jeremy Bondennan(7-4)tied
a season high with 12 strike- ,
outs and Magglio Ordonez hit
a two-out, two-run double in
the eighth inning to lift visiting Detroit to its fifth straight
win.
Milwaukee led 1-0 after
Prince Fielder's solo home run
in the severed', but gave up
three runs in the eighth sparked
by two bunt singles and two
errant throws.
Reliever Matt Wise (4-4)
recorded just one out, allowing three runs and two hits to
t" , • '
4.lsh
ie
thit0
get r
ed the ninth
. .
T
save.
for 3;1
Phillies 4, Yankees 2
Pat Burrell hit a two-run
double and Brett Myers outpitched Randy Johnson to lead
the Phillies to the win.
Myers(5-3)allowed two runs
in 6 2-3 innings and struck
out a season-high II, and Aaron
Rowand had an RBI double to
help the Phillies win their second straight after a six-game
losing streak.
Tom Gordon pitched the
ninth against his former team

Post 73 picks up
third straight win
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Post 73 Junior
Legion baseball team is on a
three-game winning streak after
a 13-1 pasting of Heath on
Monday night in West Paducah. Post 73 rode a stellar pitching performance from Josh
Reynolds and put up its best
offensive numbers to date as
the club upped its record to
6-5 on the season.
Reynolds tossed a complete'
game two-hitter and fanned II

Bawds*
hi:wanes Army
Nobody can protect your A11112
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY •753-3415

GIANT PITCHER LOSES NO-HITTER IN EIGHTH
By The Associated Press
Matt Cain had such great
stuff he never wanted to leave
the mound.
Cain carried a no-hitter into
the eighth inning, Barry Bonds
hit an RBI doubie, and the
San Francisco Giants ended a
three-game losing streak with
a 2-1 victory over the Los
Angeles Angels on Monday
night.
- "I accidentally started thinking about it in the fourth,"
Cain said of the no-hit bid. "1
was going to keep going until
they dragged me off the
mound."
Chone Figgins lined a clean
single to center on the rookie's 128th pitch of the game
- a 3-2 fastball - with two
outs in the eighth to end the
longest run at a no-hitter in
the majors this year. Carlos
Zambrano of the Chicago Cubs
no-hit the Houston Astros for
7 1-3 innings earlier this month.
Looking for baseball's first
no-hitter in more than two years,
Cain struck out a career-high
10 batters on the way to winning his fifth straight decision.
He struck out the side in the
seventh to help the Giants
bounce back at home after
being swept by the Mariners
in a weekend series at Seattle.
The .21-year-old Cain (6-5),
a first-round draft pick by the
Giants in 2002, allowed only
that hit, didn't give up an
earned run and walked four in
a 131-pitch Outing.
Rockies 7, Athletics 0
Byung-Hyun Kim combined
with three relievers for a sevenhitter, Matt Holliday hit a tworun homer and host Colorado
,napped Oakland's 10-game
winning streak.
After allowing 14 earned
runs in 15 innings over his
last three starts, Kim (4-4) limited the A's to four hits in six
innings: Ramon •Ramirez. Jose
Mesa and Ray King finished
the sixth shutout - fifth combined - at Coors Field this
season.
Oakland starter Dan Haren
(6-6) allowed three runs two earned - and seven hits
in seven innings.
Tigers 3, Brewers I

batters over seven innings. The
lone blemish came in the fourth
inning when Heath managed a
run on two hits. By that time,
Post 73 had its game on cruise
control with a 10-run cushion.
Murray staked Reynolds to
all the offense he would need
in the first inning as Hunter
Seay and Casey Brockman led
off with hits and Reynolds
helped his own cause with a
base knock. All three scored
in the frame to start the productive offensive evening.
Post 73 was led offensively by Seay's three hits and
three runs. Brockman, Reynolds
and Brock Downey all had two
hits on the night and scored
two or more runs.

nagewinIka

Sponsored By:
111

for his 20th save in 21 chances. Timlin pitched the ninth for
Johnson (8-6) had his sec- his first save of the season.
Washington's Tony Armas
ond encouraging outing in a
row, and Jason. Giambi home- (6-4) gave up four runs and
red for the visiting Yankees, eight hits with two walks in
who have lost three straight 3 2-3 innings.
Ramirez hit his 18th drive
and eight of 11.
of the year in the eighth to
Reds 4, Mets 2
Kens Griffey Jr. tied Mike move 'ahead of Carl YastrzemSchmidt on the career home ski and Jim Thome into a tie
run chart and Bronson Arroyo with Gary Sheffield for 28th
(9-3) pitched a seven-hitter to on baseball's career list.
Diamondbacks 5,
lead the Reds to their eighth
Pirates 4, 11 innings
straight road victory.
Johnny Estrada's pinch-hit
Griffey's 548th homer put
him in 11th place along with single drove in the go-ahead
run in the 11th and visiting •
the Hall of Fame
-tatRoosue stopped a five-game
man'tend ruined a
losing streak.
by New York's Oil
The Pirates, losers of five
nandez (4-6).
Carlos Beltran hit his 19th straight, loaded the bases with
none out in the ninth, then had
homer for the Mets.
.. _Red Sox 6, Nationals .3 .the potential winning run on
Emergency starter Kyle Sny- third with one out in the 10th
der gave the Red Sox five and couldn't score against
solid innings and Manny reliever Greg Aquino (2-0).
Jorge Julio pitched the 11th
Ramirez hit his 453rd career
for his fifth save in as many
homer.
Snyder (1-0), claimed off opportunities.
(2-3)
Torres
Salomon
waivers from Kansas City,
allowed three runs, four hits allowed one run and five hits
and didn't walk a batter before in I 2-3 innings to get the
leaving with a 4-3 lead. Mike loss.

p.m.
St. Louis (Mulder 6-4) at Chicago White
Sox (Vazquez 7-4), 7:05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Wells 0-0) at Kansas City
(Redman 3-4), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Loeiza 2-3) at Colorado
(Jennings 5-6), 8:05 p.m.
Seattle (Pinsk." 5-7) at LA. Dodgers
(Penny 7-1), 9:10 p.m.
L.A Angels (Lackey 4-4) at San
Francisco (Moms 4-7), 9:15 p.m.

e

American Lassies
Al Masa COT
East Olviskin
W LPet OM
40 mane
Boston
-:
2
38 30.559
Now York
37 32.5303 3 1/2 ):
Toronto
•
1/2
9
Baltimore
32 39.461
12
29 41.414
Tampa Bey
Central Division
W I.Pdt GM
47 24.062
Detroit
2
Clilcago
44 25.898
Mavieriota
34 34.50011 1/2
15
31 38.449
Cleveland
19 49.27926 1/2
Kansas Gay
West Division
W L Pct 013
Oakland
38 32.543 - •
Texas
38 32.543 -:
34 37.479 4 1/2
Seattle
7
31 39443
Loe Angeles

Monday's Games
Boston 6, Washington 3
Chicago Cuba 12, Cleveland 8
Philadelphia 4, N.Y. Yankees 2
Detroit 3, Milwaukee 1
Colorado 7, Oakland 0
San Francisco 2, LA. Angels 1
Today's Gems.
Chicago Cubs(Maddux 7-8) at
Cleveland (Lae 5-5), 8:06 p.m.
Washington (Hernandez 5-7) at Boston
(Wakefield 4-8), 605 p.m.
Florida (WHils 3-6) at Baltimore
(Cabrera 4-3), 8:05 p.m
N Y Yankees (Mussina 8-3) at
Philadelphia (Lidle 4-6), 605 p.m
Arizona (Batista 6-4) at Tampa Bay
(Hendrickson 3-7), 6:15 p.m
Toronto (Towers 1-8) at Atlanta (Sosa 19), 6•35 p.m.
Minnesota (Radke 5-7) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-3), 7:05 p.m.
San Diego(Thompson 2-2) at Texas
(Padilla 6-4), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Miner 2-1) at Milwaukee
(Villanueva 0-0 or Holing 0-0), 706
pm
St. Louis (Mulder 6-4) at Chicago White
Sox (Vazquez 7-4), 7:05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Wells 0-0) at Kansas City
(Redman 3-4), 7 10 p.m.
Oakland (Loaiza 2-3) at Colorado
(Jennings 5-6), 8:05 pm
Seattle (Pineiro 5-7) at L.A. Dodgers
(Penny 7-1), 9:10 p.m.
L A Angels (Lackey 4-4) at San
Francisco(Moms 4-7), 915 p.m

•DeMoss

Improvements on schedule
at Neyland Stadium
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- With only II weeks left
until Tennessee's football season opener, construction continues at Neyland Stadium.
Phase 1 of an estimated $107
million renovation project is
slated to be complete by Sept.
2 when the Volunteers host
California.
The first phase will cost
about $24 million and includes
the construction of 414 club
seats underneath the skyboxes
above sections AA through FF
and the widening of the north
end zone concourse inside Gate
21.
Construction began after last
season, and so far it is on
schedule.
The new club seating

players who completed their
From Page 1B
ular season that included the eligibility also left with a
most winsin 16.years and the,
"This speaks volumes of the
highest conference finish in 23
commitment UK has made to
years.
What's more impressive is the women's basketball prothat DeMoss achieved these gram," DeMoss said. "Being
feats with one of the youngest at Kentucky has been a trementeams in the nation, comprised dous experience for me. This
of nine freshmen and sopho- past season was very rewardmores and just one graduating ing to see us make so many
senior. DeMoss did not go positive strides in the SEC and
unrecognized for her success on the national scene. I'm lookas she was named UK Hoops' ing forward to the future of
first-ever SEC Coach of the Year the program and bringing more
by the SEC coaches and The excitement to women's basketAssociated Press. In her three ball at Kentucky."
seasons as head coach, all 10

includes an indoor common area
where meals will be served
and fans can congregate around
televisions. The construction From Page 8
meant the removal of about (3-8).
2,4(X) bleacher seats.
The veteran came in with
Seating capacity of the sta- a .218 career average but a
dium will drop from 104,079, .320 mark against Cleveland.
but Neyland will remain the He is expected to be the Cubs'
third-largest in the nation with primary catcher while starter
a little over 102,000 seats. The Michael Barrett serves a 10capacity will fluctuate during game suspension that began
the entire renovation project as Monday.
seats are removed and others
"He was hitting the ball,"
added.
Blanco said of Barrett, who
Fans entering the stadium had hit .404 in 12 games in
from the main gate on the June. "We'll try to keep it
north side will see a big change going. I'm here to back him
in appearance. The concourse up. I'm getting a chance to
has been widened from 10 feet get some playing time and I
to 30 feet. There are more need to take advantage of it."
After opening the season 2restrooms for women and new
family restrooms.

•Cubs

for-39 (.051), Blanco has batted .542 (13-for-24) during a
seven-game hitting streak.
The Indians caught a break
just before Blanco delivered.
With two on and one out, Freddie Bynum's sharp grounder
hit baserunner Ronny Cedeno
between first and second.
Bynum got credit for a hit,
but Cedeno was out.
Blanco then hit a 2-2 pitch
over the wall in left for a 63 lead.
"I hung a slider and it's a
pitch I wish I had back," Johnson said of the eighth homer
he has allowed in his last six
starts.
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Rear Tine Tiller

Floor Buffer

Sod Cutter

Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Drain Rooter

Over Seeder
& Power Rake
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Homes For Me
"Nronemermer

( outing it Paris, 1 \

LPN or RN

The World Famous
Chuck Wagon Gang's

Needed full time or part time for busy
office setting. Excellent benefits and compensation package offered. Applicants may
apply in person or send resume to:

70th AnIthersary Tour at the Krider
Performing, Arts (enter on Friday.
July 14111 at 7:00PM.
Also appearing is Eternal Vision
from Knox% ille, TN.
Tickets are ii12.50 and can he
purchased at the New Life Christian
Book Store, corner of 5th & Main
downtown court square in
Murray. KY or call 731-676-1346

Prarv rto
MEDICAL CENTER
Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071
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Registered Nurse

f OSIER
parents
needed Earn $35/day
by opening your home
to a child in need Call
NECCO at
H66 :V./ft-322f,
IJL t 1 imp old Part
rIo
OUTSIDE
14;1-40UNLIS MAIN TE
NANCE person. Part
tan.. HOUSE KEEPING
I'OSI I ION
Call
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INTEGRITY
Employment
Solutions
1,, el.,
,r

The Kneaded
Touch Massage
Therapy has
moved to 1608
Hwy 121 Bypass
North. 767-0045

Ca,

133 ,3

INTEGRITY
Employment
Solutions

Full unit: in Critical Care Unit. 7PM7AN1 shift. JPMC offers a great benefit
package. excellent salary. shift and
weekend differentials. Interested candidates should send resumes to:

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, K1' 42066
(Fa x: 270-25 I -4443)
EOE • MI IF/('

Taking applications
for all positions. 11)1.
& night. Appl in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murra.
No phone calls.

050
Lost and'Found

Opp.rrtunil%

JUST give us a call
we II be glad to help
Your loved one we II
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
friends Here at the
Ledger & limes

iii cam

S91.11014 a scsi.

Is looking for 2 success oriented
individuals. Sales experience a nom,
but will train.
Call low an appointment-- ask for 1,I or Itor,

270-247-9300
060
Kelp Wanted

.4 r•

WOODWORKERS
needed
Part-tome
flexible
hours
Experience required
Great for retirees
761-3408

Call 753-1916
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Also will
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SERVICE MASTER is
taking applications tor
weekr.mr1
\VOA Call
270443•8146
Tom S Grtile is hiring
cooks and dishwash
era .Apply in person
WANTED Betty Dance
instructor Call Family
Fitness Center Ask tor
Sue (2701761-3737

CASH paid tor
.00c) used guns
Benson Sporting
Cioods. 519 S 12th
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators elector ranges
gas heaters air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used carpet
3rvg 753-4109

!ell

\

IV

plus howtt,

PURCHASE FORD

3

P0511111f, k11.

HOME
Purifiers.
remove smoke, pet
odors, kills germs, bacteria & dust mites,
breath clean fresh air.
Covers up to 3.000 sq.
ft. 5 day free tnal in
your home. For more
info. call
(270)978-0343
OPEN 24/7
2BR 2BA on half acre
Rex's Worm Farm,
lot. Freshly painted,
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.,
some new carpet, yard
Murray, KY 42071.
mowing included. $275
Ph, 270-436-2189.
a month plus deposit.
Redworms, nightNo inside pets. Call
crawlers, mut:worms,
270-623-6314 or
mealworms.
994-9064
Mealworms, 1.000:
$12 post paid. Ship
2BR, natural gas,
mealworms only.
C/H/A, private drive, 1
STRAW for sale, $2.25 acre. West edge of
bale. 489-2436. If no town. 227-1875
answer, leave mes- NICE 2BR
mobile
sage.
home, No pets.
WHITE metal bunk
753-9866
beds double futon botSMALL 2BR $185.
tom/twin top, $125.
753-6012
White dresser, $40.
Oversized
chair/ottoman. $175.
Business Rentals
Weslow DL 15
Treadmill, excellent,
2,200 sq ft office o
$150.00. 293-5211
etail on the square CO
401 Maple St. 9780698 or 753-9864 in
evenings.
Large Selection
USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

C"uW1
I
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Cerillied Ted1111( ian
SerVlCe repairs
759.3554
Ihri
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753 3633
BUYING !unk cars
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING U S Silver
coins 753-1376

WANT to buy standing
timber Export logs
Post oak 20 in & up at
little end Red Oak.
White Oak Walnut
F ive acres Or TOM
Night 270-838-8465.
Office 270-838-0258.
Cell 731-514-4148
150
Arecles
Fetus
CERAMIC & Quarry
tile
Warehouse
cleanout sale Prices
range from 50c-61 per
square foot Located at
F Aral! Tile. Inc .4 Till36
outside Murray off
641S Open 800-4.30
Monday-Friday. Saki
lasts June 15-June 29
Phone (270)492-8158
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 11122 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
PLAYIITATION 1 6 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selecaon, Great
Pricers( 753-0530

2,822 sq.ft. office or
retail. 1306 N. 12th.
753-2905 or 293-1480
OFFICE for rent. 1,100
sq. ft. Near Judicial
Bldg & Court House.
753-3500 or 293-0335
For Rent

entertainmen
NEW
center. Oak finish. $80.
(270)205-2128

IIIIBMPNera

LIKE A CHALLENGE?
ENJOY SALES?
4.11 III

GREAT Deal
2003 16x80 Sunshine
38R, 2 bath, fireplace,
new laminate floonng,
whirlpool appliances,
C/H/A, only $25,900
OBO (270)436-5289
(270)227-9141

BOUGHT new Marth
Rhino
06
TW84
mower, Rhino HPHD
posthole digger: Rhino
12" auger, bush hog
MBX96 96" box blade.
436-2009 or 978-2067

'BIRD Dog Sportsmen
Are you interested in
starting a bird dog club
in
the
Western
Kentucky area with
possible NASTRA tnals9 Come to a meeting at Carmen Pavilion,
2103 College Farm
Road. Murray. KY on
7422/06 at 2PM Call
Chuck at 270-354
8582 or Marty at 270382-2613 for more info
MEW
KIMBALL walnut spinet
piano $100080
▪ (x)Ft
260
Roble Nome Lan For Ma
COMPLETELY set up
172 acre. $10.500
753-6012
270
lot* No

Far Ms

16X80. 3BR. 2BA
completely remodeled
Set up at E-15 Coach
Estates Call 767-0313
MR mobile horns and
lot. $13,500 753-6012
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
Doubiewide
only
$39.999!, Lahd packages available!,
7314444109
4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
Single
wide
only
$19.995" This won't
last long Call now"
7314144429
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM 3 BATH with
fireplace tons of cabinets & huge master
bedroom!!
Only
Sditaftn
731411•401

1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 BR apritove, refrigerator, water & garbage
furnished $250.00/mo.
753-2225
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown.
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1&21314 near MSU.
Appliances furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 313R apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
.2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances. Wci. $435
753-7559
1BR, all appliances,
Oaks Apts.. starling at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR duplex 6425.00
month 293-7738 or
293-1446
2BR, central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up. some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
BARN apt, 3-br, 1 bath,
3 stalls, tacit/wash
rooms. pasture. Hazel.
Curtis (731)498-6435
GARLAND
Rentals
presentty has 1&2BR
apartments available I
year lease 1 month
deposrt. No pets Call
753-2905
UVEOobAPts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R 5340.00
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Cd today for appointment
7634221
NICE 1 BR, 1 bath.
CM/A, wld hook-up, 1
1/2 blocks front USU.
$295 per month and
dep, ref required No
pets 759-3050 ABH
753-3949 Daytime
NICE 29R duptin with
carport 763-7457 or
4366367

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Druguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-7534556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

..6

Ammons For Rut
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
QUIET, new duplex
2BR 2BA off Robertson
Rd. on Bambi St.
Available July 15, Call
270-376-2746 or
270-841-5653
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668,

1 BR house in country
water furnished, no
pets. 753-0728
1BR, IBA in Hardin.
Hardwood
floors.
Appliances furnished.
$325 a month plus dep.
767-0508
2BR, IBA. storage
building. 571 Kirksey
Highway, Highway 299.
$300 a month plus
deposit.
pets.
No
References niquired.
Joyce (270)898-2340.
(270)994-3883
213R. stove. refngerator, w/d hookup, central
H/A, $550 mo. 1 mo.
deposit, 12 mo. lease.
No pets. 753-2259.
527-8174
3 bedroom 1 bath,
completely remodeled.
No pets, Need references. $500/mo + utilities. 1 month security
deposit. Call
(270)293-3572
3bedroom foreclosure
Buy for $5.025 For listing 800-749-8124 Ext
S021
CABIN for rent, long
term Includes water
gas, trash
elec .
DepOsit required, yearly. Call 270-474-1144
HOUSES for rent or
sale 3, 4. or 5 bedroom. Call
270-753-4109
Rama
A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7868

`st II

\CLI

.1

VISA
9
Spaniel
BRITTANY
puppies. AKC regis
tered. Born 4/29. 1st
shots, $200.
(270)210-4757
NORWEIGAN
Elk
Hound puppet. ACA
papers. 7 weeks. All
shots. $200.
731-782-3351
YORKIE
puppies.
Males $400, females
$575. 270-382-2831
Rut EOM

RENT
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
at 720 S.416 Si,

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Anside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

1

UNIVERSITY Heights
is now accepting applications for 1 & 2 BR
rental assisted apartments. M-W-TH, 8-5.
1734 Campbell 'St.
759-2282
Hearing
Impaired only 1-800Equal
648-6056.
Housing Opportunity.

\\ II I

5150r

Luse

HOUSES for rent o
sale: 3, 4. or 5 bed
room. Call
270-753-4109
370
Prop.
For San

2297 State Route 94
East.
Commercial
property. 2,688 sq. ft.
building. .620 acre lot.
Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches.
Also for sale: clothing
racks and shelves. Call
Bill Barton 753-5856
Car
iliF
imerkii
il Pr* For Fara
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms,
plenty of parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
METAL
building
40x48ft. Insulated, gas
heat, located at 406
Sunbury Circle. Call
270-436-2935
OFFICE & Warehouse
1,350 sq. ft. of office
3,250 of warehouse, all
heated & cooled. 2
bathrooms, located at
200 Poplar St. $1,600
per month. 753-3404

2 male Persian cats, 1
year old 1 white, 1
black.
neutered.
declawed papers Palo
$500 each, asking
$100 each. 759-1781
AKC registered
Labrador retriever puppies for sale
Champion bloodlines
For information call
270-753-2552 (daytime)
270-759-1180 (night)
270-227-3377 (cell)
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
414. :44141‘se

BEACH -1
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

3-3853

All Real Estate adver
Used in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sm, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
FOR sale: 2BR duplex
in Northwood. $89,000.
293-1446
Maley Professional
Appraising
"for what it's worth(270)759-4218
TRIPLEX and duplex
for sale in Cambridge I.
Great income. Serious
inquiries only. 7533966 leave message.
TWO story bock apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
$125,000. See listing
#27720 at
swiw.allthelistings.com
270-753-4109. 270-227-1545

ía-

LAKE front properly on
Kentucky Lake. Oak
Shores S.D., 1.2 acres,
160+ feet, waterfront,
$38,000. Email:
jhouston 0123mailnet

2 lots for sale. More
than 1/2 an acre (both
off
of
Sycamore
(502)321-9900
111
%For Oak
REDUCED! 3 bed
oom, 2 bath, 10.5
acres 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed. $224.900
753-9212, 753-3992
Fa Ins
2.000 sq ft 3 bedroom
2 bath bnck home with
2 car attached and 2
car detached garage
located on 1 acre
wooded of 5175.000.
(270)752-0873
ADJACENT to MSU,
newly renovated 4BR.
213A with 2,170 sf.
1658 College Terrace.
$129.000. 227-3396
BEAUTIFUL
4,200
sq.ft new home built
on bluff over creek in
Kirksey. $148.000. Can
Don 767-0958, 5198570
BY owner $165.000,
MR, 38A. all utildies.
2.900 sq ft. 12 acres.
adiconed with Miller
Golf Course. 436-2466
Foreclosure) 3 bed 2
bath, $10,000 For III.
0069S 800-749-8124 El.
5020

4
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From Murray Take Hwy 641 ttti 5 Miles To Hwy 1824 "Radio Rd'Turn Right
And Proceed NE 1/2 Mile! -Property Fronts Hwy M1.0 $7101 4 Late Frontage
•
.
a

n.
Guide)

• day.
sing Guide)

Prime Con mercial Real Estate
In 3 Tracts And In Combinations
571'
Of Hwy 641
4 Lane
I.
ij
Frontage...
5 Miles North
Of Murray

Real Estate Terms: i
15% Down,
,
'
Balance irl 30 MY

Tract 1 And Tract 2 Are 2.2 Acres Each Buy Any Individual Tract,
Combination Of Tracts
Both Have 285' Of Hwy 641 Frontage
Entry To All 3 Tracts Is From Hwy 1824 Or The Entire Propertyl

TO BE SOLD AFTER THE REAL ESTATE
TRACTORS-WHEEL LOADER: Kubota L3710 MFWD, 602 Hrs, HST Trans, Fri

Spaniel
V
AKC regis
m 4/29. 1st
C.
4757

AN

Elk

*pied. ACA
' weeks. All
0.

351

puppies.
100, females
-382-2831

Estee

state adver
S newspape
DI to the
air Housing
3, as amendmakes it illeIvertise any
limitation,
nation based
)tor, religion,
tional origin,
tion to make
preference,
or discriminewspaper
knowingly
r advertising
ate which is
of the law.
s are hereby
that
all
idvertised in
;paper are
in an equal
basis:
2BR duplex

Wts, SN 74968 • Case IH CX80 MFWD, C&A, 880 Hrs, Creeper Gear, Power Reverser.
18.4-34R1 Rubber, 13.6-24R1 Frts, Fri Fenders, SN JKJ238393 • Kubota R520
Articulating 4x4 Wheel Loader, 1218 Hrs,_ 15.5/160-18 Tires, Counter Weight, Canopy,
Bucket ,Fork Attachments, SN 10090 SKID STEERS-FORK LIFT: Gehl 5635 SX
Series II, 712 Hrs, 12-16.5 Tires, Rr Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket.Fork Attachrnents, SN
502019 • Gehl 6635 DXT Series II, 525 Hrs, 2 Spit Turbo Hydro, 12-16.5 Tires, Counter
WtRear Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket,Fork Attachments, SN 807441 • Tracks To Fit Both Of
The Above Machines • Gehl CTL 60, 530 Hrs, Rubber Tracks, Rear Hyd Stabilizers,
Bucket, Fork Attachments, SN 21301336 • Gehl CTL 60, 644 Hrs,Rutiber Tracks, Rear
Hyd Stabilizers, Bucket , Fork Attachments • Hyster H25XL Forklift, 2 Stage Side Shift
Mast, SN C00182711E ATTACHMENTS-ACCESSORIES Damcon PL40/75 PTO Drive
3Pt Tree Transplanter, Hyd Mkrs, SN 200181.3 Pt Mech Tree Transplanter • Optimal 650
Tree Spades, SN 65079, 18* To 24' Ball • Two Sets Of Optimal 880 Tree Spades, SN
880314,& 880121, 24' To 36" Ball • Optimal 1100 Tree Spades, SN 110470, 36" To 42'
Bat • Jacio Cannon J600 Lo Volume PTO 3Pt Air Blast Sprayer, Elec Controls, SN
261682•Woods Gill STR602 3PI Seeder Roller•Croni 5 1/2' PTO 3 Pt Titter, SN 66463
• Bradco 625 Skid Steer Quick Attach All Hyd 60" Trencher, SN 52785• Bradco 88861
Slud Steer Quick Attach 6 Way Hyd Frt MI Blade, SN 72667• Power Planter 236H Skid
Steer Quick Attach All Hyd Hole Digger w/181, 24' Augers • Bush Hog 7' 3Pt Oft Set
84T Cutter • Lamar Skid Steer Quick Attach Potter Unit -2 Sets 0115 8 25 Gallon Shovel
Blades • Undavina 600 Enviromist Sprayer On 4 Wheeler, Elec Controls • Honda
Foreman 4x4 ATV 4 Wheeler, 864 Miles • Medium 3 Pt Sprayers • Dipping Vat w/Racks
• Knight 3025 Reel Auggie Mixer Blender w/Scales. SN 0182 • Athens 5' 3Pt Disc
ACCESSORIES 60 Gal Compressor • Pallet Jack • Deer Guard Plastics • Burlap •
Bamboo T Tree Stakes • Fiberglass 8' Tree Stakes- Wire Baskets • Plastic PotS •
Fertilizer • Tree Fell • Racits • Shelving • Office Items - Various Nursery Tree Stock
TRUCKS-TRAILERS'01 Ford • F-350 XLT Power Stroke Auto 4 Door 4x4 Dually,
'Loaded'71,000 Miles•'01 Chevy Pickup, Long Bed, 80,000 Miles•'96 lot 4700 24' Van
Truck, 7444E DSI Eng, Auto •'89 GMC Brigadier Day Cab Twin Screw Road Tractor,
Cummins, 9 Spd •3 - Great Dane 45'x96' Flat Trailers, Air Ride, Sliding Tandems • 3 Fontaine 48'x102* Flat Trailers, Air Ride, Sliding Tandems •2 Axle 18'Till Bumper Hitch
Trader•Neck Over 25'Dual Tandem Trailer w/5'Tale,Ramps• Lake New 2 Axle 16' Bumper
Hitch Enclosed Trailer w/Front Side Entry'6x12 Tilt Single Axle Trailer & More!!

For Information Call KY West At 270-759-8666

..MAINIIIES R. CASH
74i3 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
..,,
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
RC
"THE': SE!I'NG MACHINEwww-JialsonestoeaswooaasMa -ecasare
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Having a Yard Sale?
NIake it a big event in the Nlurray Ledger & Times!

DEADLINES:

PRICES:
30 words #01
or less' days
$11

31-70
words'
$18

1

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

Deadline

Monday

Fnday -10AM

ShoPPel

Friday - 10AM
Monday- 10AM
Monday - 4PM
Wednesday. 10AM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

xt. $89,000.
'includes all words in ed

issional

Publish Date

Wednesday - 4PM
Thursday -10AM

MAKE IT BOLD:

S worth"

218

Pal our ad in a black backimitind fur 5.2 cslra!

and duplex
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ne. Serious
only. 753message.

Free!! To advertise,
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of Salo

3 bed
lath, 105
mile SW
ited shop,
equipment
100
53-3992

call Jill
KIT WITH
or Julie at
PURCHASE Of
YARDSALEAD,. (270)753-1916
YARD SALE

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

1

3 bedroom
home with
ied and 2
id garage
1 acre

GREAT house, grea

6175,000.
r3

NICE brick 3 bedroom.
2 bath. Built in 2001

to MSU.
ded 48R,
70 sf.
Terrace.
7-3396

510 Stoneridge Ln.
293-4926 or 759-5496

4,200
ome buiN
r creek in
1,000. Cat
58. 519-

5165,000,
di utilities,
12 acres.
th Miller
436-2466

3 bed 2
0. For list-

8124 Ext.

address

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

Used Cars

For Nil

Sels

AS5 fix will be chaged fix
any copy or ruodme changes
made after ad is submitted.
No changes may be mask after
deadline. All ads mien be prepaid. Ads may have only ime

Murray neighborhood

great value. $142,000
759-2416

3rd row seat to Ford
Expedition Gray cloth
Make offer. 293-8648

gelEilly MON
1997 Ford Explore
XLT. All power, air
auto, 4x4, good condi

1995 Mitsubishi
Eclipse. Sports
package. Bright red.
Sporty & beautiful.
MUST SEE TO
BELIEVE. $4,500.00
Call Evenings
753-3507
or 293-4076.

lion. Phone
NICE brick ranch, 3 (270)753-1308

bedrooms, 2 baths.
Family room, all appliances. garage, 1,450

sq. ft.. $93,500. 1829
Catalina. 762-0834
NORTH of Murray in
Candlelite
Estates.
48R 3BA recently
remodeled,
walk-in
closets, new appliances. 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping 759-9848

BUY police impounds
Cars from 6500. For
listing 800-749-8116
ext. N526

A.R.E LSII hard shell
onneau cover to fit
Chevy/GMC late mode
short bed pick-up truck,
$300. 753-9850

1997 Ford Thunderbird
New tires, brakes.
and rotors. Sharp car.
$2,650 226-0088

ABLE Hauling. Clean
out itara9116. gotten,

junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF

v.
.Interior

REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters

750SL jet ski. Comes
with towing/rack, $450.
Call 1-270-293-8522,
ask for Clayton.
1999 Bass Tracker
PT165. 40HP, live well,
loaded. $5,000.
759-8481, 227-2356

LAM
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing Mulching
Landscaping
Satisfaction guaranteed
•senicir(listen nisi ouni•

Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (2701753-9372
or (270)753-0353

ti

I \c

;

So • 9- `s 11 4114

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

Call 753.1816
W-0611
227-4994 Ace Mowing
& Lots of other services

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

293-4954 AFFORDABLE carpentry and
restoration. No job too
Collins
small.
Contracting

Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

436-2867 Lamb's
Tree Service.
Complete
removal, trimming, etc.
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter cleaning.

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair 8.
coverings, siding.
**FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson@wk.net

Horoscope

Call us we will be
glad to help
Murray Ledger I, time,

i
"p,COMMERCIAL., INDUSTRIAL a RESIDENTIAL
• Pressure Washing • Remowng Mactew
• Hang Finrsh Drywall
• Textured Ceilings
• Reny:acorns !manor & Exterior
NO /WO Tu )r;t611 or Large
RICHARD wOett•

270-41P11-11724
vow home

492-8334

‘Isit Es•••••
t %Het \I U5 S.

II vsi,‘

m fin.

RI I I NIINI Sit

.
.58
11 I 767-119
270-5 19-85711
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
and Cleaning.
270-978-0569
CONCRETE
storm
shelters. Underground
and hillside
270-978-0404
CUSTOM tractor work,
garden tilling, blade
work,
bushhogging.
Gerald
L. Carroll,
Owner. 492-6159,
293-0163

.111 s.iiii
I
rooting metal.
im I. :Hid
remodeling needs.
call Rolm Paschall
al -192-S51111.
THE

Cleaning

Company.
Weekly
commercial
cleaning. Reasonable,
reliable, & professional.
Insured and bonded
w/references. 5 years
experience.
Julie
Painter (270)705-5516

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
We Specialize
in
Cleaning"
"Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobile Homes
*Bock
•All External Cleaniny
•Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
293-5438

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
MOWING & TRIMMING,
LEAF REMOVAL,
HEDGES TRIMMED,
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689

JOHNNY WILUALIS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./RemodeV
or trouble. Lic. and ins.
w/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"

753-5827

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Understand what is happening within a financial partnership or arrangement. You simply
might not see eqe to eye with
someone else. On some level,
you could be heading down the

warpath. What happens hits you
in a vital spot. Tonight: Take
some thinking time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You distinctly have the
edge. You make the difference. It
might not be important to decide
if
someone
is
contrary.

Communicate past others barriers. Tonight: Accept an unexpected invitation.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Assume a low profile, and
you will be much happier.
Understand that you don't
always have to have the
answers. Sometimes you need
to simply rethink what you hear
and think is going on. Tonight:
Get some extra R and R while
you still can.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might have to hop
over a couple of obstacles to get
to the bottom of a problem. You
might want to say your piece.
Someone is ready to hear it loud
and clear. You could be angry
with a friend. Tonight: Where
your friends are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Many look to you for
answers. On some level, you
might be worn out and tired from
everyone acting up or demanding this or that. It is important to
sort through what you must do.
Think positively. Tonight: In the
limelight.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your ability to be
intellectual
and
thoughtful

merge. Where others become
wild and out of control, you stay
solid and thoughtful. A friend
wants what he wants and could
do whatever he needs to do to
achieve the results. Tonight: Put
on some happy music.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Work with one person at
a time. Your focus and attention
mean a lot to each person. Know
when to cut back and when to
take action. You might want and
need to step back. Take a stand
if need be. Tonight: Be with a
favorite person.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Observe what occurS,.
and listen to what others say;
You know what works with them.
Take an overview. Think carefully and understand how unpredictable or volatile a situation
might be. Move only after you
feel you have grasped the situation. Tonight: Say yes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You want to defer to others very quickly. You don't need
to carry the weight of a problem.
You need to discover what
makes you tick, as a partner
could challenge your very
essence. Tonight: Easy does it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your imagination takes
you in a new direction. Test your
limits when dealing with someone who can be a hothead,
especially with money. Think
positively about a difference of
opinion, and work with each individual. Tonight: Use your imagination.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fob. 18)
*** You could get into it with a
fellow associate, loved one or
friend. Be smart; don't take the
bait. You might be unpredictable
financially. Your checkbook
could hurt you before you know
it. Tonight: Happy at home.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your fiery energy could
put others off. You have little tolerance for sticks-in-the-mud
right now. Realize that you could
be overly critical. You could
switch gears quite suddenly, out
of the blue. Tonight: Out with
friends.
BORN TODAY
Philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre
(1905), actress Jane Russell
(1921), actress Juliette Lewis
(1973)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http:/Awnv.)acquelineblgarcom.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

HOME
House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
\II 1(1K

'kW loan'

1)( ()I I

753-4703

REFLECTIONS
Window Cleaning
'Clean Your Windows
inside & out'
'Pressure Washing
'Deck Restoration
*Painting
Commercial &
Residential
293-5830

2 female cats, spayed,
3-1/2 years old. One
Maine Coon, one gray
Tabby. Kept outside in
large fenced backyard.
Julie 270-354-9211
2 males Corgi/Beagle
mix, 3-1/2 years old,
kept outside in large
fenced backyard. Good
with kids/adults. Call
Julie at 270-354-9211
BASKETBALL goal &
pole. 753-5395

Need lelp
Pn111);;1,1i;2 Witt tithisro,

MOODY'S
Mower
Repair pick-up & deliver. 753-5668

Call us we will be glad
to help.

PAINTING. Pay less,
get more. Call Dan
753-9618

Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916

lrylacipiellee BMW

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, June 21, 2006:
This year you will gain by being
cautious. Observe a tendency to
move quickly and without
thought this year. The unexpected earmarks your behavior and
could sometimes cause you a
problem. Stop this pattern. Your
mind could be overactive sometimes, adding to a tendency to
be careless or accident-prone.
Slow down. Breathe and then
act this year. If you are single,
you want a relationship and will
meet someone who could knock
your socks off, especially in the
second half of your birthday
year. If you are attached, do be
considerate of your sweetie.
Don't be brusque or sharp. TAURUS understands you well.

bramest me

Makes Mod

\I)IC

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867

FREE ESTIMATES9,
A

ALL CARPENTRY

Oared

•

Painting /
I
Washing

INSURANCE

2000 Mercury Cougar,
light blue. 50k miles,
condition.
excellent
$7,500.(270)293-2678

2 hydro hoist jet ski
dts $400 each or $700
both 436-6248.
293-1934

' Illorley's Paint & Sandbla
Aine6

436-5141 A-AFFORD-

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

TRACT 3 - 5.2 ACRES IMPROVED WITH A
LIKE NEW ALL STEEL 75' X 200' BUILDING
20' CEILING HEIGHT • CONCRETE FLOOR
DELUXE OFFICES • COMMERCIAL RESTROOMS
50' X 75' SECOND FLOOR WITH 8' CEILING

U-

27131-1 Travel Trailer
Queen & bunk beds.
refrigerator,
microwave, full bath,
central heat/air lots of
extras Excellent condition, $11,500.
293-5549
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Sewing by Steven
Stop By

And See Us
At Our
NSW

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield
View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
'corn

LOCATION
408 S. 12th St.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

1-800-363-4720

INCREDIBLE VISION
We have designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
works. You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses.

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
to come in and try these lens.
Dr. N.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY 42071

THE CELLS THAT SELL!
Meting 4111% Commission Rate When Selling Year Hemel
Pat Cherry
2005 lop listvg Agent
2
3 %

Michelle Went
20054 Selig teem
Ation Dolior Pro&tpr

293-0699
AMPBELL REALTY

Aker A

MIX 112 N.126 • Murray • 7594780 • www.campbelfrealty.com fano too,

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned 8 Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 tooting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
w=tvi•"'i
plates
k
• L
F Constr gr
studs
G 7/16 0 SB
undersiding
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding

.
•;
Nol Pre Fab Caw.'''
I Self-supporting 2,6
trusted rafters 2 ft 0 C
J 1/2 plywood/0.S B
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
• Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4,4 raised curb

LI A

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding
Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
S6775 11/2 CAR 112x20;
$7,275
1 1/2 CAR t12x20)
57.575 2 CAR 118001
57.975
2 CAR 11800)
S7.995 (22x22)
58.375
LARGE CAR 122,221
SR 075 2 1/2 CAR (24,24)
2 11 CAR (24x24)
S8.475
SR 775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$9,175
LARGE
21/2
CAR
$10,575
124x3e4
(24x361... .S10.975
$11075 LARGE 3 CAR (3030)
LARGE 3 CAR (3000)
S11.475
S14 875 130x401
(30x401 .
$15275
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL US'
Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www.bbgarages.com

.••••••••••111.44.41I-....-

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman cuts ties to abusive
past by changing her name

12 • I ueaday, June 20, 2006

LookingBack
le, year. ago
Published is a picture of Tim
Stark and Ted Howard bolding
their entries in the Holstein Junior
Yearling Division competition
during judging at the Calloway
County Fair The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Chip and Gaye Rowe. June
5; a boy to Melinda and Keith
Elkins. June 9; a boy to Robin
and Donald Yarbrough, a girl to
Tina and Mark Rawls and a boy
to Teresa and Itched McMullin,
June 10; a boy to Charlotte and
Timothy Edmonson. June II; a
boy to Dawn and Brian Been,
June 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Allan Potts. June 13.
20 years ago
Murray Civitan Club has presented a check for S1.200 to
Peggy Williams, executive director of WATCH.
Dr. Mary Ann Russell, English teacher at Murray High
School, has been appointed as a
regional judge for the 1986
National Council of Teachers of
English Achievement Awards in
Writing.
Births reported include a boy
to Dale and Robin Aston, June
9; a boy to Kevin and Kim Kernell and a girl to Joy and Steven
Mcl)ougal, June 16.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Bill Seale, chairman of the dePartIlleill of marketing at Murray State
University, assisting
Becky
Thornton and Lee Ann Boone,
both 01 Murray. with their schedule planning during the first of
the to 0.do) orientation sessions
at Murray State rimer:qty.
Or Richard
hurt. son of

Mr. and Mn. Buford Hurt of
Murray. has been appointed to
the staff of Mayo Clinic at
DEAR ABBY: 'Confused
Rochester, Minn.
in South Carolina" wrote you
Linda Avery Lester of Calregarding changing her name
loway County High School and
from her abusive stepfather's
Sally Matarazzo of Murray High
back to her biological father's.
School were selected for outstandThat letter could have been
ing senior awards by • the Murwritten by me. I did change
ray Rotary Club.
my name for the same rea40 years ago
sons
she
Published is a picture of
wants to.
Robert S. Young of Murray havI,
too,
ing Col. John B. Stockton, deputy
was adopted
commander of lit Aviation
at age 4 and
Brigade, pin on his rank insignia
abused
promoting him to captain at
throughout
Brigade Headquarters in Saigon
my adoleson June 1. He is the son of Mr.
cence by my
and Mrs. Alfred Young and is
stepfather.
married to the former Lou King,
all of Murray.
DIMMIN Changing
my
name
Mrs. Ottis Patton presented a
didn't erase
lesson on "First Aid In the Home"
By Abigail
at a meeting of the North Murthe painful
Van Buren
ray Homemakers Club held at
memories,
the home of Mrs. Bernice Boyd. but it did end the association
Murray American Legion
made by others to the monBaseball Team won 3-0 over
ster who adopted me. The
Bowling Green in a game played
process wasn't expensive or
at Murray.
burdensome. After I married,
50 years ago
I kept my father's name and
Mrs. Georgia Wear has been
hyphenated it with my husre-appointed as a member a the
band's. I am proud of my
Kentucky Textbook Commission. father's name and maintain it
She is a teacher in the elemento this day. -- DALEVILLE,
tary grades at Murray High
IND., READER
School.
DEAR READER: Thank
Carman Jones (Jo) Horton and
you for sharing your personPurdom Lovett were married June
al experience. I heard from
2 at Goshen Methodist Church. quite a few people who said
Recent births reported at Murthat by reclaiming their true
ray Hospital include a boy to
identity, they felt empowered.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah McBee. a
Read on:
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Earl DarDEAR ABBY: I say yes,
nell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
she should do it. As a surJoseph Gardner and a girl to
vivor of incest, I made the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Puckett.
decision to legally fix something that had bothered me for

TodaidnIllstory
By the Associated Press
itstat, is Tuesday. June 20, the
I 71 si day id 2006 There are 194
days lett in the year
•
s Highlight in 111,101y
on June 20. DO I. a itio iii
Ne a Bedford. Ylass . found lartie
It,
inni
ot the ax murders id het lather and stepmothon this (Lite
grt.tip
In I 7s(,.
British
soldiers H. as imprisoned in India
:ii
sotto..iiiiie sell that gained
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;_t A It'cAt.ol 6009 iikieNISITTfg
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El

notoriety as the "Black Hole ot
Calcutta". most died. (The exact
circumstances of this incident
such as the number of pnsoners,
originally pot ai 146
are a
matter of historical dispute
In 1837. Queen Viciona acceded to the British throne following the death of her uncle, King
William IV
In I56(, Wc,i Virginia became
the 15th state
In 1898, during the SpanishAmerican War, the r S cruiser

Charleston captured the Spanishruled island of Guam.
In 1943. race-related rioting
erupted in Detroit: federal troops
were sent in two days later to
quell the violence that resulted in
more than 30 deaths.
In 1947, Benjamin "Bugsy"
Siegel was. shot dead at the Beverly Hills. Calif., mansion of his
girlfriend. Virginia Hill, apparently at the order of mob associates.
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a long time. It was easy and
inexpensive, and I did it without an attorney. It felt good
to take control. It was a freeing experience. And I'm sure
the writer of that letter will
agree. -- K.C., AKRON. OHIO
DEAR ABBY: I was also
abused by my stepfather.
Because I was only 4 when
my mom met and married him,
I Was saddled with his name,
though not formally adopted.
When I was 13, my mom
asked how I'd like for him to
adopt me. I said, 'Hell, no'
She said she understood, and
not only told him he couldn't
adopt me, but said I would
no longer use his name.(I asked
if it could be changed.)
My name was changed to
her maiden name, and I can
honestly say it has made all
the, difference in the world.to
me not to have been stuck
with a name that would have
brought back many horrible
images and memories. -MICHELLE IN HASTINGS,
NEB.'
DEAR ABBY:If the writer's
identity was modified or completely changed by court
decree, it would be advisable
to seek another court decree
in resuming his or her hereditary surname, which can be
the surname of either biological parent. It would be less
troublesome, though, to resume
the surname that appears on
the official birth certificate.
If the decree is approved
and duly ordered, a certified
copy should be sent to the
state registrar having custody
of the official certificate of
birth. The IRS will also need
to be notified, ditto for credit card issuers (if applicable).
Any lawyer who charges more
than $300 would not be my
first choice. It pays to shop
around, even in the matter of
lawyer fees. -GOOD
SAMARITAN.
TUPELO,
MISS.
DEAR ABBY: My mother
was adopted by an abuser and
carried his name for 40 years.
When she did, finally, take
the steps to have his name
officially remcived from her
birth certificate, she found he
would have to sign the documents waiving his rights to
her. She was apprehensive
about any contact with this
'man and worried he might
refuse.
Luckily, her attorney was
able to serve papers without
them having to speak. And to
move things quickly along, he
informed her stepfather that if
he didn't sign, my mother would
have the rights to an inheritance from him. Needless to
say, he signed immediately,
and my mother has never
looked so relieved as the day
she had her birth father's name
placed back on her birth certificate. -- MW.. RICHLAND,
WASH.
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Snoring keeps
companion away
DEAR DR. GCYTT: I am
70 years old and going steady
with a 74-year-old gentleman.
We just date occasionally. I
spent a couple of nights with
him, and be remarked about
how loud I snore. He's never
asked me to
the
spend
night again.
Is there anyyou
thing
know of that
cure
can
snoring'? I
am desperI've
ate.
talked to my
Dr. Gott
doctor, and
all he says
By
is to sleep
Dr. Peter Gott
on my side.
DEAR READER: I do not
believe that merely sleeping
on your side will help reduce
your snoring, which may be
a symptom of sleep apnea. I
-urge you to see an ear, -nose
and throat doctor who can
examine you and determine
whether there is a physical
cause for your snoring, such
as a deviated septum,. or
whether you do indeed have
sleep apnea and need a sleeplaboratory evaluation. Ask your
doctor for a referral to such
a resource, which is available
in many hospital centers.
If, as I suspect, sleep apnea
is your problem, the specialists in the sleep lab can prescribe nightly oxygen supplements that may convince your
companion to try spending the
night with you again. While
awaiting your appointment, you
can try Breathe Right nasal
strips, which help open the
nasal passageways.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report

"Sleep/Wake Disorders.
DEAR DR.GOTT:A recent
letter in your column mentioned
the use of Pepto Bismol and
questioned if taking it could
have resulted in a dark stool.
I had an experience following
the use of this product that
might be of interest to you
and your readers.
I mentioned to a friend one
day that I had a dark tongue
upon waking one morning. My
friend asked, "Did you use
Pepto Bismol the night before?"
I remembered 1 did have an
upset stomach the night before
and I had used Pepto Bismol.
Being a bit of a skeptic. I
experimented by taking Pepto
the next night and waited for
the results in the morning. You
guessed it: I awoke with a
black tongue the following
morning.
I have no idea why Pepto
Bismol caused my black
tongue, but I wonder -if it did
the same thing with your other
reader's problem.
DEAR READER: The bismuth in Pepto Bismol typically causes black tongue and
dark bowel movements. This
is not a reason to avoid the
product; it merely comes with
the territory.
This raises the issue of reading labels. The experiences you
and my other reader wrote about
are listed on the bottle of Pepto
Bismol as possible side effects.
Before taking any over-thecounter medicine, you should
always read the label, which
gives directions and possible
side effects. Also, certain overthe-counter medicines may
cause interactions with your
prescription drugs,and these are
listed on the packaging labels
as well. So please be sure to
read before you buy.

Coistrocaridge
West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+842
—
•AK 97542
41A ct 6
WEST
EAST
*6
+10973
•KQJ 109
•6
•Q 10
•.1 8 6 3
•Kl 1083
+9752
SOUTH
4bAKQ.15
---111P-A 8 7 5.4 2
•—
*4 •
The bidding:
West
North East
South
IV
2•
Pass
2•
3.0
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
5
Pass
6•
Opening lead-- king of hearts.

South therefore decided to focus
all his efforts on establishing
dummy's diamonds. Ile realized a 33 diamond division was unlikely, but
he formulated a plan to cope with the
expected 4-2 break.
Accordingly, declarer ruffed the
opening heart lead with dummy's
eight and trumped a loss diamond at
trick two. Ile then dress four rounds
of trumps, discarding a club and a
diamond from dummy, alter which
he finessed the queen of clubs!
This seemingly unnecessary
finesse was almost sure to-succeed
— West could scarcely have opened
the bidding without the king of clubs
but in any case it was an essential
step designed to guard against an
uneven diamond division.
After aunties the club finesse.
South cashed the AK of diamo: .•
West turning up, as expected. alit' a
doubleton. Declarer then led a Iburth
On some deals declarer's chances round of diamonds to establish the
of making the contract might seem suit, and after winning with the jack.
quite poor, hut many of these can he East was forced to return a club to
sal% aged by perseverance and a mod- dummy's lone ace.
icum of good luck.
Declarer thus lost only a diamond
Take this ease where West led a trick, and his six heart losers proyed
heart against six spades. Coyen the to be a nonfactor. In effect, South
bidding. declarer realized he could made dummy the master hand,
not rely on heart ruffs in dummy to which is what a declarer must do
take care of his heart losers. since when he doesn't know what in the
Last would be able to overruff at world to do with all the losers in his
will
oyvn hand.
Tomorrow: Little strokes tell great oaks.
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YOU RE UP NEXT CuARLIE
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19 Goes diving
21 Holland export
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